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Abstract
We study the homotopy category K(InjA) of all injective A-modules InjA and
derived category D(ModA) of the category ModA of all A-modules, where A is
finite dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed field. We are interested in
the algebra with discrete derived category (derived discrete algebra. For a derived
discrete algebra A, we get more concrete properties of K(InjA) and D(ModA). The
main results we obtain are as following.
Firstly, we consider the generic objects in compactly generated triangulated
categories, specially in D(ModA). We construct some generic objects in D(ModA)
for A derived discrete and not derived hereditary. Consequently, we give a
characterization of algebras with generically trivial derived categories. Moreover, we
establish some relations between the locally finite triangulated category of compact
objects of D(ModA), which is equivalent to the category Kb(projA) of perfect
complexes and the generically trivial derived category D(ModA). Generic objects
in K(InjA) were also considered.
Secondly, we study K(InjA) for some derived discrete algebra A and give a
classification of indecomposable objects in K(InjA) for A radical square zero self-
injective algebra. The classification is based on the fully faithful triangle functor
from K(InjA) to the stable module category Mod Aˆ of repetitive algebra Aˆ of A.
In general, there is no explicit description of this functor. However, we use the
covering technique to describe the image of indecomposable objects in K(InjA).
This leads to a full classification of indecomposable objects in K(InjA). Moreover,
these indecomposable objects are endofinite. Thus we give a description of the
Ziegler spectrum of K(InjA) according to the classification.
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During the development of representation theory of finite dimensional algebras, the
triangulated categories associated with these algebras are extensively studied. For
example, the bounded derived category of finitely generated A-modules Db(modA)
is an important triangulated category which indicates the homological properties of
A-modules.
In this thesis, we investigate some compactly generated triangulated categories
associated with finite dimensional algebras A. In particular, we are interested in
the unbounded derived category D(ModA) of all A-modules and the homotopy
category K(InjA) of all injective A-modules. In context of triangulated categories,
K(InjA) could be viewed as the ‘compactly generated completion’ of Db(modA) for
any finite dimensional algebra A. We are interested in finding out some connections
between the behaviors of Db(modA) and K(InjA). More precisely, we concern the
discreteness of Db(modA), and try to relate it to the behavior of K(InjA).
We are interested in the following aspects of categories K(InjA) and D(ModA).
(1) The behaviors of generic objects in these compactly generated triangulated
categories.
Analogous to generic modules in module categories, there are generic objects
in a compactly generated triangulated category. This category is generically
trivial if it does not contain any generic object. Our result about the
generically trivial triangulated category is the following: We characterize
the algebras with generically trivial derived categories and show the relation
between locally triangulated categories and generically trivial triangulated
categories.
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(2) The indecomposable objects in K(InjA) for derived discrete algebras A.
Roughly speaking, an algebra A is derived discrete if the derived
category Db(modA) does not contain continuous families of non-isomorphic
indecomposable objects in Db(modA). For finite dimensional algebras A, the
subcategory of all compact objects in K(InjA) is equivalent to Db(modA).
We expect that the category K(InjA) is easy to control in case A is derived
discrete. We give a classification of indecomposable objects in K(InjA) for
radical square zero algebras A which are derived discrete. In this case, the
indecomposable pure injective objects in K(InjA) are completely determined.
Setup
Throughout this thesis, the field k is algebraic closed. Let A = kQ/I be a path
algebra of a finite connected quiver Q with relations ρ and I = (ρ) the ideal
generated by ρ. The category of all left A-modules is denoted by ModA, which
contains a subcategory modA of finitely generated modules. The unbounded derived
category of ModA is D(ModA). We use Db(modA) to denote the bounded derived
category of modA. The category K(InjA) is the homotopy category of all injective
A-modules. For an algebra A, the repetitive algebra Aˆ is a self-injective infinite
dimensional algebra with complete idempotents. The stable module categories
Mod Aˆ and mod Aˆ both are triangulated categories.
We consider all radical square zero self-injective algebras of the form kCn/In, n ≥ 1,
















with relations α2 for all α. From [8], every radical square zero self-injective algebra
is obtained in this way.
Let A be a abelian category. we have the category of complexes C(A) over A. For
a complex
X = . . . // X−1
d−1 // X0
d0 // X1
d1 // . . . ,
the truncation functors σ≥n, σ≤n : C(A) → C(A) are defined as: (σ≥nX)i is X i if
i ≥ n and 0 if i < n; (σ≤nX)i is X i if i ≤ n and 0 if i > n.
Let A be a small additive category and Ab be the category of all abelian groups.
We denote the category of contravariant additive functors from A to Ab by ModA,
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where Ab is the category of all abelian groups. A functor F ∈ ModA is called
finitely presented if there exists an exact sequence A(−, Y )→ A(−, X)→ F → 0 in
ModA. The finitely presented A-modules form an additive category with cokernels,
denoted by modA.
For a compactly generated triangulated category T , the subcategory of all compact
objects is denoted by T c. In order to consider the purity of T , we need to study the
restricted Yoneda functor
hT : T → Mod T c, X 7→ HX = HomT (−X)|T c .
An object X ∈ T is call pure injective if HX is injective in Mod T c. The category
T is called pure semisimple if every object in T is pure injective. The pure injective
objects have some nice properties [48].
Analogous generic modules in module category, we could define generic object in
T . An object X in T is called endofinite if HomT (C,X) is finite length as EndT X-
module. An endofinite object X is called generic if it is indecomposable and not in
T c. The category T is called generically trivial if T does not contain any generic
objects.
0.2 The homotopy categories of injective modules
over algebras
In general, for an additive categoryA, the homotopy categoryK(A) is a triangulated
category. For a Noetherian ring A, the homotopy category K(InjA) of injective A-
modules is a compactly generated triangulated category [51]. There is a closed
relation between K(InjA) and the unbounded derived category D(ModA) of all
A-modules. We denote by Kac(InjA) the category of acyclic complexes in K(InjA).




There is a fully faithful functor from D(ModA) to K(injA) which takes the injective
resolution of objects in D(ModA).
The compact objects are very important objects in the compactly generated
triangulated categories. They are introduced by Neeman in [56, 58]. The compactly
generated triangulated category can be regarded as a infinite completion of the
subcategory of compact objects. Compact objects in triangulated category could be
viewed as the role of finitely presented objects in locally finitely presented abelian
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category [49]. In abelian category, it turns out that it is very important to consider
the properties of finitely presented objects in order to study the whole category.
Similarly, for compactly generated triangulated category T , we can investigate the
properties of T via the properties of T c. Conversely, we can determine the some
properties of T c via the properties of T .
In general, the subcategory of compact objects in D(ModA) are the perfect
complexes Kb(projA), not the bounded derived category Db(modA) of finitely
generated modules. For the subcategory of compact objects in K(InjA), we have
an equivalence of triangulated categories
Db(modA) ∼= Kc(InjA).
Based on the study of Db(modA), we try to understand the category K(InjA). We
wish to investigate the properties of compactly generated categories K(InjA) or
D(ModA) for algebras A with discrete derived categories Db(modA) .
From the recollement, the triangulated category Kac(InjA) is compactly generated
and the subcategory of compact objects Kcac(InjA) is triangle equivalent to the
singularity category Dbsg(A) of A [51]. If A has finite global dimension, then there is
an equivalent of triangulated categories K(InjA) ∼= D(ModA). This suggests that
K(InjA) contains more information than D(ModA) in general.
The method that we study the category K(InjA) is based on the following
constructions of functors. In [38], Happel gave a construction of full faithful triangle
functor F : Db(modA) → mod Aˆ. When the global dimension of A is finite, the
functor F is a triangle equivalence. We can study the derived category Db(modA)
using the stable module category mod Aˆ. Krause and Le extended the functor to
a full faithful triangle functor F : K(InjA) → Mod Aˆ [52]. This suggests that we
can study K(InjA) by the module category Mod Aˆ. In general, there is no explicit
description of this functor. However, we will give an explicit description of the image
of indecomposable objects in K(InjA) for some special algebras A.
0.3 Derived discrete algebras
There is an interesting phenomenon in representation theory of finite dimensional
algebras. There are either finitely many indecomposable modules up to isomorphism
or infinite continuous families of indecomposable modules up to isomorphism. If we
consider Db(modA) of an algebra A, there is some intermediate behavior between
the above cases. It is possible that there are infinitely many indecomposable objects
up to shift and isomorphism in Db(modA), but they do not form continuous families.
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In [71], Vossieck studied these algebras and gave a complete classification of them.
From [71], we know that two classes of algebras which have discrete derived category:
the algebras of derived equivalent to hereditary algebras of Dynkin type and the
algebras of derived equivalent to a gentle algebra with one cycle not satisfying the
clock condition. For an algebra A in the first class, we have that K(injA) is triangle
equivalent to D(ModA) and the structure of latter category is known. The difference
between these two triangulated categories occurs when algebras have infinite global
dimension which lie in the second class.
For a derived discrete algebra A, the indecomposable objects in Db(modA) are
classified in [11]. Based on this result, Bobin´ski gave a description of the almost
split triangles for Kb(projA) [17].
0.4 Purity of triangulated categories
The notion of purity of a compactly generated triangulated category T are defined
via the Yoneda functor hT : T → Mod T c, where Mod T c is the category of all
contravariant additive functor from T c to Ab [48]. The category Mod T c is a locally
coherent Grothendieck category. It is worthing to point out that the functor is
neither faithful nor full on morphisms in general [12, Theorem 11.8].
Pure injective objects of a triangulated category exactly correspond to injective
objects of Mod T c under the functor hT . The Ziegler spectrum Zg T of a compactly
generated triangulated category T is defined as the Ziegler spectrum of Mod T c.In
particular, the endofinite objects are pure injective. Moreover, these endofinite
objects have a nice decomposition theorem [46].
In order to study the purity of T , we need to study the restricted Yoneda functor
hT . According to the result of Krause [48], T is pure semisimple if and only if the
functor hT is fully faithful.
In order to determine the Ziegler spectrum of K(InjA) for some derived discrete
algebra A, we give a classification of all indecomposable objects in K(InjA). Thus
we know all the indecomposable pure injective objects and all endofinite objects.
After classifying the indecomposable objects of K(InjA), we determine the Ziegler
spectrum of K(InjA) and the subcategory of endofinite objects of K(InjA).
0.5 Main results
We have seen that there are closed relationship between K(InjA) and D(ModA)
for an algebra A. We shall investigate these categories in the further results. For an
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Artin algebra A, it is representation finite if and only if there is no generic module in
ModA. Similarly, there exists generic objects in a compactly generated triangulated
categories T . The derived category D(ModA) is called generically trivial if it does
not contain generic objects. Generically triviality is a finiteness condition on the
derived category D(ModA). We will describe the generic objects in D(ModA) for
all finite dimensional algebra A. From the description of generic objects, we have
the result about the algebras which have generically trivial derived categories, as
stated in Theorem 2.3.15.
Theorem 0.5.1. Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra, then D(ModA) is
generically trivial if and only if A is derived equivalent to a hereditary algebra of
Dynkin type .
A compactly generated triangulated category T is called pure semisimple if every
object is pure injective object. The derived category D(ModA) is not pure
semisimple in general. From [12, Theorem 12.20], the generic objects in D(ModA)
also characterize the pure semisimplicity of D(ModA). Our result, Corollary 2.3.16,
shows the characterization.
Theorem 0.5.2. Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra, then D(ModA) is pure
semisimple if and only if D(ModA) is generically trivial.
Concerning the pure semisimplicity of the category K(InjA), we analogue the result
in [12, Corollary 11.20] and have the following result.
Theorem 0.5.3. For an artin algebra A, K(InjA) is pure semisimple if and only
if A is derived equivalence of a hereditary algebra of Dynkin type .
The locally finite triangulated category was introduced in [72]. A k-linear
triangulated category C is locally finite if supp Hom(X,−) contains only finitely
many indecomposable objects for every indecomposable X ∈ C, where
supp Hom(X,−) is the subcategory generated by indecomposable objects Y in C
with Hom(X, Y ) 6= 0. There is an equivalent characterization of locally finite
triangulated category C, which says that the functor HomC(−, X) is finite length in
mod C for every object X ∈ C. We established the relationship between the locally
finite triangulated category Kb(projA) and generically trivial derived category
D(ModA). The results was stated in Proposition 2.3.20.
Theorem 0.5.4. Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra. Then D(ModA) is
generically trivial if and only if Kb(projA) is locally finite.
The category K(InjA) is a compactly generated triangulated category with the
subcategory of compact objects Kc(InjA) ∼= Db(modA). It has a complicated
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structure in general. But the indecomposable objects of Db(modA) are classified
in [11]. We expect to classify the indecomposable objects in K(InjA). The radical
square zero self-injective algebras are derived discrete algebras. We investigate the
homotopy category K(InjA) for these algebras.
We know that each radical square zero self-injective algebra A are of the form
kCn/In. In order to classify the indecomposable objects in K(InjA), we firstly
classify the indecomposable objects in K(Inj Λ) where Λ = k[x]/(x2). This is just
the special case of n = 1 for algebras kCn/In. Then we apply covering theory to
classify the general case of K(InjA) since there is a covering map kCn/In → Λ for
every n > 1. For an algebra A ∼= kCn/In Theorem 3.3.9 gives an explicit description
of the indecomposable objects in K(InjA).
Theorem 0.5.5. If A is of form kCn/In, then indecomposable objects of K(InjA)
are exactly the truncations σ≤mσ≥lI•[i], i ∈ Z ∪ {±∞}, where I• is the periodic
complex
. . . d // In
d // I1
d // I2
d // . . . d // In
d // I1
d // . . . ,
the differential d is given by the canonical morphism between indecomposable non-
isomorphic projective-injective A-modules Ik, k = 1, . . . , n.
Because the category K(InjA) is not pure semisimple, there are always some objects
which are not pure injective. However, we can description the Ziegler spectrum of
K(InjA) for the algebra A of the form kCn/In. For an indecomposable pure injective
object in K(InjA), we denote [X] the corresponding point in Zg(K(InjA)). For an
triangulated category T , an open basis of Zg(T ) was given by a family of sets
O(C) = {[M ] ∈ Zg T |HomT (C,M) 6= 0} for C ∈ mod T c. If we know all the points
in Zg(K(InjA)), we could calculate these open sets in the space Zg(K(InjA)). We
give the following results in Theorem 3.4.1 and Corollary 3.4.2.
Theorem 0.5.6. Let A = kCn/In for some n ∈ N∗. Every indecomposable object
Il,m[r] of K(InjAn) is an endofinite object. Then the Ziegler spectrum Zg(K(InjA))
consists of the point [IAm,n[r]] for each indecomposable object I
A
m,n[r] ∈ K(InjA) up
to isomorphism.
0.6 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 1 we review representation theory
of algebras and triangulated categories arising in module category of algebra.
We consider the bounded derived category of finitely generated modules and the
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homotopy category of injective modules over finite dimensional k-algebra. There are
also some basic properties of compactly generated triangulated categories. Chapter 2
is about the purity of triangulated categories. We investigate the endofinite object
in D(ModA) for some algebra A. Using generic objects in D(ModA), we give a
criterion for an algebra A admitting generically trivial derived category D(ModA)
in Theorem 2.3.15. This theorem deduces a relation between the locally finite
triangulated category Kb(projA) and generically trivial derived category D(ModA).
We also analysis generic objects in K(InjA). In chapter 3, we first classify all
indecomposable objects in K(Inj Λ) with Λ = k[x]/(x2). Based on this result,
Theorem 3.3.9 describes all indecomposable objects in K(InjA) for a radical square
zero self-injective algebra A. Furthermore, we show all these indecomposable objects
are endofinite objects. The last part is an appendix. We survey some foundations
about group graded algebras and triangulated categories.
Chapter 1
Background and foundations
In this chapter we review some background materials. We introduce the
representation theory of quivers and finite dimensional algebras. Then we consider
some triangulated categories raised from representation theory. We recall some
results about compactly generated triangulated categories in section 4. In the last
section we will describe the repetitive algebra of a finite dimensional algebra.
1.1 Representations of quivers
A finite dimensional algebra over field k has very nice structure. There is also a
systematic representation theory about finite dimensional algebras . We will describe
the representation theory of finite dimensional algebras. It is remarkable that the
quiver representation plays a very important role in this theory.
A k-algebra A is a k-vector space equipped with a multiplication which is compatible
with the structure of vector space. If A as k-vector space is finite dimensional, then
it is a finite dimensional algebra.
We will denote the category of all left A-modules by ModA, and the full subcategory
of ModA consisting of finite dimensional modules by modA.
A quiver is a quadruple Q = (Q0, Q1, s, t), where Q0 is the set of vertices, Q1 is
the set of arrows, and s, t are two maps Q1 → Q0 indicating the source and target
vertices of an arrow. A quiver Q is finite if Q0 and Q1 are finite sets. A quiver Q is
connected if the underlying graph is a connected graph.
A path α in the quiver Q is a sequence of arrows αn . . . α1 with t(αi) = s(αi+1), 1 ≤
i < n. We define paths of form {ei = (i|i)}i∈Q0 to be trivial paths. Let kQ be the
k-vector space with the paths of Q as a basis, We define a multiplication on kQ: for
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any two paths α, β,
βα =
{
βα if t(α) = s(β),
0 otherwise
Then kQ has a natural structure of k-algebra, called the path algebra of the quiver
Q.
A relation σ on quiver Q is a k-linear combination of paths σ =
∑
xipi with {pi}
having the same source and same target. Let RQ be the ideal of kQ generated by all
the arrows in Q. A set of relations {ρi} is called admissible if it generates the ideal
(ρi) satisfying that R
m
Q ⊂ (ρi) ⊂ R2Q for some integer m ≥ 2. The pair (Q, ρi) is
called a quiver with relations ρ = (ρi), or a bounded quiver. We associate an algebra
k(Q, ρ) = kQ/(ρ) to the pair (Q, ρ). The algebra k(Q, ρ) is an associative k-algebra.
Theorem 1.1.1. Let A ba an finite dimensional basic k-algebra, then there is a
quiver Q with relations ρ such that A ∼= k(Q, ρ).
Proof. See [8, Chapter III, Corollary 1.10] or [3, Chapter II, Theorem 3.7] . 
Thus every basic finite dimensional algebra over k is the quotient algebra of the
path algebra of some quiver. It has some advantages to consider the path algebra of
quiver. Actually, we can associate the modules of a finite dimensional algebra with
the representations of its associated quiver.
A representation V = ((Vi)i∈Q0 , (Vα)α∈Q1) of a given quiver Q over k assigns to
each vertices i ∈ Q0 a vector space Vi, and each arrow α : i → j a k-linear map
Vα : Vi → Vj.
A morphism between two representations V,W is given by a family of linear maps
f = (fi)i∈Q0 , where fi : Vi → Wi such that for any arrow α : i→ j, Wαfi = fjVα.
We call W a subrepresentation of V , if Wi is a subspace of Vi for each vertex i ∈ Q0
and Wα(x) = Vα(x) for each arrow α and w ∈ Ws(α).
Given a morphism f : W → V , its kernel Ker f is by definition the subrepresentation
of W with (Ker f)i = Ker fi for each vertex i. The image Im f is the
subrepresentation of V with (Im f)i = Im fi. The cokernel Coker f is the quotient
of V with (Coker f)i = Coker fi.
From the definition of kernel, cokernel and image, we get that f is a monomorphism
if and only if Ker f = 0, while f is an epimorphism if and only if Coker f = 0. The
morphism f is an isomorphism if each fi is an isomorphism.
The dimension vector of a finite dimensional representation V is the vector dimV
in ZQ0 with
(dimV )i = dimVi (i ∈ Q0).
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It is called finite dimensional if every Vi for i ∈ Q0 is finite k-dimension.
A representation V of Q is called indecomposable if it is not isomorphic to the
direct sum of two non-zero subrepresentations. Any non-zero representation can be
decomposed into a sum of indecomposables.
The support of a representation V is a full subquiver suppV of Q with (suppV )0 =
{i ∈ Q0|Vi 6= 0}. A representation V of quiver Q is called thin, if dimVi ≤ 1 for
every vertex i ∈ Q0. We define the category Repk(Q, ρ) of all representations over k
of (Q, ρ). We denote by repk(Q, ρ) the subcategory of Repk(Q, ρ) consisting of the
finite dimensional representations. Both of them are abelian categories. Moreover,
there is an categories equivalence between the module category of k(Q, ρ) and the
category of representations of quiver (Q, ρ).
Theorem 1.1.2. Let A = k(Q, ρ), where Q is a finite connected quiver. There is a
k-linear equivalence of categories
ModA
∼−→ Repk(Q, ρ)
which restricts to an equivalence modA
∼−→ repk(Q, ρ).
Proof. See [3, Chapter III, Theorem 1.6] 
From this theorem, to study the modules of a finite dimensional algebra equals to
study the representations of the corresponding quiver with relations. Sometimes,
we will not distinguish these two settings in the context.
There is a categorical language for the path algebras of bounded quivers. We can
identify each associate algebra with a bounded category. First, a locally bounded
category R is a k-category satisfying
1. distinguish objects are non-isomorphic;
2. R(x, x) is local for each x ∈ R;
3.
∑
y∈R dimk R(x, y) + dimk R(y, x) <∞ for each x ∈ R.
There is an important characterization of locally bounded categories in [18], like
basic k-algebras can be expressed as path algebras of bounded quivers. Each locally
bounded category R is isomorphic to a bounded quiver category kQ/I, where Q is
a locally finite quiver, i.e for every vertex, there are only finitely many arrows going
in and out.
A locally bounded category R is called bounded, if it has finitely many objects. We
can associate a finite dimensional k-algebra ⊕R = ⊕x,y∈RR(x, y) to each bounded
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category R. Note that if R is locally bounded, the algebra ⊕R is possibly infinite
dimensional. In this setting, the R-module M is defined as a contravariant k-linear
functor from R to the category of vector spaces. If R is bounded, the module
category modR is equivalent to the module category of the finite dimensional k-
algebra ⊕R. Thus we can view a basic finite dimensional algebra as the path algebra
of a bounded quiver or a bounded category.
1.2 Gentle algebras
Gentle algebras have many interesting properties. They appeared in the context
of classification algebras of Dynkin type An [2] and type A˜n [4] up to derived
equivalence. They are Gorenstein algebras in the sense of [32]. Moreover, Gentle
algebras are closed under derived equivalence [67]. Let Q be a (not necessarily
finite) quiver, ρ be a set of relations for Q. The bounded quiver (Q, ρ) is called
special biserial if it satisfies
(1) For any vertex in Q, there are at most two arrows starting at and ending in
this vertex.
(2) Given an arrow β, there is at most one arrow α with t(α) = s(β) and βα /∈ ρ,
and there is at most one arrow γ with t(β) = s(γ) and γβ /∈ ρ.
(3) Each infinite path in Q contains a subpath which is in ρ.
A bounded quiver (Q, ρ) is gentle if it is special biserial and the following additional
conditions hold,
(4) All elements in ρ are paths of length 2;
(5) Given an arrow β, there is at most one arrow α′ with t(α′) = s(β) and βα ∈ ρ,
and there is at most one arrow γ′ with t(β) = s(γ′) and γ′β ∈ ρ.
A k-algebra A ∼= kQ/(ρ) is called special bieserial or gentle if (Q, ρ) is special biserial
or gentle, respectively. A k-algebra A ∼= kQ/(ρ) is called string algebra if it is special
biserial and the relation is generated by zero relations. The gentle algebras can be
characterized by functions σ, τ : Q1 → {−1,+1} as follows.
Lemma 1.2.1. Let A = kQ/I, where I is generated by paths of length 2, then A
is a gentle algebra if and only if there exist two functions σ, τ : Q1 → {−1,+1}
satisfying
1. if s(α) = s(β) and σ(α) = σ(β), then α = β.
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2. if t(α) = t(β) and τ(α) = τ(β), then α = β.
3. if t(α) = s(β), then τ(α) = σ(β) iff βα ∈ I.
Proof. See [32, Lemma 2.2] or [21, Section 3]. 
A gentle algebra A is a Gorenstein algebra in the sense that it has finite injective
dimension both as a left and a right A-module. It has been proved by calculating
the injective resolutions of string modules over a gentle algebra [32, Theorem 3.4].
For a special biserial algebra A, the non-projective modules of A can be viewed as
modules of some string algebra A¯ [28, Chapter 2]. It is very useful because Butler
and Ringel have given a complete classification of finite dimensional modules over
any string algebra [21]. The indecomposable modules are parameterised by the
strings and bands of the corresponding quiver.
Let Q be an arbitrary quiver, β ∈ Q1, denote β−1 the formal inverse of β, s(β−1) =
t(β) and t(β−1) = s(β). A word w is a sequence w1w2 . . . wn where wi ∈ Q1 ∪ Q−11
and s(wi) = t(wi+1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The inverse of a word w = w1w2 . . . wn is




1 . If s(w) = t(w), a rotation of w = w1w2 . . . wn is a word of
form wi+1 . . . wnw1 . . . wi. On the set of words, we consider two relations as following:
The relation ∼ identifies the w with w−1 and ∼r is the relation identifies w with its
rotations and inverse.
Assume A = kQ/I to be a string algebra. Let S be the set of representatives of
words w under the relation ∼ which either w = w1w2 . . . wn and wi 6= w−1i+1 for
1 ≤ i ≤ n and no subpath of w belongs to I, or w is a trivial path 1x for some vertex
x ∈ Q0. The elements of S are called strings. For a word w = w1w2 . . . wn of length
n > 0, such that wm can be defined for any m ∈ N and w is not a power of path
with length smaller then n. Let B be the set of representatives of such words under
the relation ∼r . The elements of B are called bands. Let I be the disjoint union of
equivalence class of strings (i.e the set S) and equivalence of bands (i.e the set B).
For any word w ∈ I , we define the corresponding string module or band module
M(w) as in [21, Section 3].
Theorem 1.2.2. [21] Let A = kQ/I be a string algebra, then the modules
{M(w) : w ∈ I} form a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable
finite dimensional A-modules.
Remark 1.2.3. If the string algebra A = kQ/I is of infinite representation type,
then there exist infinite strings. There is a canonical indecomposable representation
associated to every infinite string [45].
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A remarkable connection between gentle algebras and special biserial algebras was
introduced in [67]. Gentle algebras can be obtained from a module without self-
extension of special biserial algebra. Given a gentle algebra, not only itself is special
biserial but also its repetitive algebra.
Theorem 1.2.4. Let A be a special biserial algebra, and M be an A-module without
self-extension, then the stable endomorphism algebra EndA(M) is a gentle algebra.
Proof. See [67, Section 3]. 
Remark 1.2.5. Given a gentle algebra A = kQ/I, the repetitive algebra of A is a





from Aˆ by modulo the socle of all projective-injective modules [65, Section 7]. The
indecomposable
¯ˆ
A-modules are just the non-projective-injective indecomposable Aˆ-
modules.
1.3 Triangulated categories in representation
theory
In representation theory of finite dimensional k-algebra, the triangulated categories
appear as the homotopy categories and derived categories of module categories or
subcategories of module categories, also the stable category of module category
over self injective algebra. In derived category, we can transfer the homological
information to the complexes. Under this setting, many homological results become
more apparent. In this section we mainly consider the homological properties of
finite dimensional algebra.
1.3.1 Derived equivalence and stable categories
In general, for an additive category A, there is corresponding category of complexes
C(A) and homotopy categoryK(A). The homotopy categoryK(A) is not an abelian
category, even if A is abelian. But K(A) is a triangulated category, an additive
category with a special automorphism satisfying some axioms. If A is an abelian
category, we can form the derived category D(A) by localising K(A) with respect
to quasi-isomorphisms. It is also a triangulated category.
For an algebra A, we denote Db(modA) the bounded derived category of modA. It
is an triangulated category.
Given two algebras A and B, if Db(modA) and Db(modB) are equivalent
as triangulated categories, then A and B are said to be derived equivalent.
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Happelintroduced the tilting theory under the derived category setting, which is
a special case of derived equivalent [38] . In [64], Rickard proved a more general
theorem.
Theorem 1.3.1. Let A and B be two finite dimensional algebras. The following
are equivalent.
(1) The algebras A and B are derived equivalent.
(2) Kb(projA) and Kb(projB) are equivalent as triangulated categories.
(3) the algebra B ∼= EndKb(projA)(T ), where T ∈ Kb(projA) satisfying
(a) For integer n 6= 0, we have Hom(T,ΣnT ) = 0.
(b) The smallest full triangulated category of Kb(projA) containing T and
closed under forming direct summands equals Kb(projA).
Proof. See [64, Theorem 6.4, Corollary 8.3]. 
Let A be a Frobenius category, more details referred to Appendix B.1. The stable
category A associated with A is the category with the same objects of A. The
morphism HomA(X, Y ) between objects X, Y of A is defined by the quotient of
HomA(X, Y ) with respect to the ideal I of maps which factor through an injective
I. The composition of A is induced by that of A. Moreover A is a triangulated
category, see Appendix B.1.
The shift functor Σ : A → A is defined for each object X ∈ A as follows,
0 // X
iX // IX
piX // ΣX // 0





















h // ΣX // 0
.
Moreover, given a short exact sequence 0 // X
f // Y






h // ΣX is a distinguished triangle in A and
every distinguished triangle in A is obtained in this way.
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Example 1. (1) If A is an additive category, the complex category C(A) with the
set of all degree-wise split exact sequences is a Frobenius category. The stable
category of C(A) is nothing but the homotopy category K(A).
(2) If R is a self-injective ring, then the module category ModR with all
exact sequences is a Frobenius category and the stable category ModR is a
triangulated category.
An algebraic triangulated category T is a triangulated category T which is triangle
equivalent to a stable category of some Frobenius category. All triangulated
categories that we consider in this thesis are algebraic triangulated categories. Since
they arise from the categories of complexes, which are Frobenius categories under
some exact structure.
Remark 1.3.2. There are triangulated categories which are not algebraic. For
example, the stable homotopy category of spectra is not algebraic.
1.3.2 The classification of derived discrete algebras
The algebra with discrete derived category was introduced by Vossieck [71]. We call
these algebras as derived discrete algebra, followed by [9]. In [33], Geiss and Krause
introduced the tameness for derived categories based on the tameness definitions of
module categories . The basic technique is to transfer the objects in the derived
category to the modules over the repetitive algebra. The derived tame algebras
contain the derived discrete algebra introduced in [71]. An important class of derived
discrete algebra is the gentle algebra. The indecomposable complexes in Db(modA)
for a gentle algebras are completely classified [11]. It is similar the classification of
indecomposable modules over string algebras. Bobin´ski gave a explicitly description
of Auslander-Reiten triangles for Kb(projA) [17]. We shall study these derived
behaviors of algebras.
For an algebra A, let Db(modA) be the bounded derived category of modA. For an
complex X ∈ Db(modA), we define the homology dimension of X to be the vector
hdim(X) = (dimH i(X))i∈Z.
Definition 1.3.3. [33] A locally bounded k-category A is called derived discrete if
for every vector n there exist a localization R = k[t]f with respect to some f ∈ k[t]
and a finite number of bounded complexes of R-A-bimodules X1, . . . , Xn such that
X ijis finitely generated free over R and all but finitely many indecomposable objects
of cohomology dimension n in Db(modA) are of form S ⊗R Xi for i = 1, . . . , n and
some simple R-module S.
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Algebras with this property that there are only finitely many indecomposable objects
in the derived category with the some homological dimension were studied in [71].
Definition 1.3.4. A derived category Db(modA) is discrete if for every vector
d = (di)i∈Z with di ≥ 0, there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of
indecomposables X ∈ Db(modA) such that hdimX = d. And we call the algebra A
is derived discrete.
The discreteness or tameness of a derived category Db(modA) is a derived invariant.
Proposition 1.3.5. [33, 71] If two finite dimensional algebras A and B are derived
equivalent, then A is derived tame (resp. discrete) if and only if B is derived tame
(resp. discrete).
The derived tameness is similar the tameness of module categories. Bekkert and
Drozd proved that every finite dimensional algebra over algebraic closed field is
either derived tame or derived wild [70].
Now, it is reasonable to classification the derived discrete algebras even the derived
tame algebras. In [71], Vossieck gave a complete classification of the algebras which
are derived discrete. Let (Q, I) be a finite gentle quiver and C be a non-oriented
cycle in Q. We call C satisfies clock condition if the numbers of clockwise and of
counterclockwise paths of length two in C that belong to I are same.
Theorem 1.3.6. If A is a connected finite dimensional k-algebra. Then A is derived
discrete if and only if A is either derived hereditary of Dynkin type or is Morita
equivalent to the path algebra of a gentle bounded quiver with exactly one cycle not
satisfying the clock condition.
Proof. See [71, Theorem 2.1]. 
Based on this theorem, the classification of derived equivalence classes of derived
discrete algebras was completed [16].
Let Ω be the set of all triples (r, n,m) of integers such that n ≥ r ≥ 1 and m ≥ 0.
For each (r, n,m) ∈ Ω consider the quiver Q(r, n,m) of the form
1



















oo n− r + 1αn−r+1oo
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The ideal I(r, n,m) in the path algebra kQ(r, n,m) is generated by the paths
α0αn−1, αn−1αn−2, . . . , αn−r+1αn−r, and let L(r, n,m) = kQ(r, n,m)/I(r, n,m). It is
an easy observation that gl. dimL(r, n,m) =∞ for n = r.
Theorem 1.3.7. [16, Theorem A] Let A be a connected algebra and assume that A
is not derived hereditary of Dynkin type. The following are equivalent:
(1) Db(modA) is discrete.
(2) Db(modA) ∼= Db(modL(r, n,m)), for some (r, n,m) ∈ Ω.
(3) A is tilting-cotilting equivalent to L(r, n,m), for (r, n,m) ∈ Ω.
From Proposition 1.3.5, when we study properties of Db(modA) for some derived
discrete algebra A, it is enough to study the algebras of the forms as following list.
1. The derived hereditary of Dynkin type, Am(m ≥ 1),Dn(n ≥ 4),E6,E7,E8.
2. The form L(r, n,m) for (r, n,m) ∈ Ω.
By the theorem 1.2.4 and the embedding functor Db(modA) → mod Aˆ, we have
that the gentle algebras are closed under derived equivalence. And the derived
equivalent class of a gentle algebra contains finitely many algebras. The tilting-
coltilting equivalence is the same as derived equivalence if the algebra is derived of
type Dynkin, Euclidean or tubular canonical [4, 5].
Remark 1.3.8. By the embedding Db(modA)→ mod Aˆ of triangulated categories,
if the category mod Aˆ is tame, then the derived category Db(modA) should be tame.
There are some papers [5, 6, 26, 27], about when the repetitive algebra Aˆ is tame.
1.4 Compactly generated triangulated categories
1.4.1 Basic definitions
There are triangulated categories with arbitrary coproducts. For example,
compactly generated triangulated categories are triangulated categories with
arbitrary coproducts. We consider a class of special objects, compact objects in
compactly generated triangulated categories, like small objects in abelian category.
Neeman introduced the compact objects and compactly generated triangulated
category [58, 57]. He proved that the compactly generated triangulated category
satisfying the Brown representability [58, Theorem 3.1]. This property has many
applications in the study of the structure of triangulated categories. There are
also compactly generated triangulated categories associated representation of finite
dimensional algebras. We shall expose the topic in this section.
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Definition 1.4.1. Let T be a triangulated category with infinite coproducts. An
object T in T is compact if HomT (T,−) preserves all coproducts. T is called
compactly generated if there is a set S of compact objects such that HomT (T,ΣiX) =
0 for all T ∈ S and i ∈ Z implies X = 0.
Now we assume that the triangulated category T has infinite coproducts. It is easy
to show that compact objects are closed under shifts and triangles. Thus the full
subcategory of compact objects also has a triangulated structure.
Let T be a compactly generated triangulated category. We denote the full
subcategory T c of T consisting of compact objects. T c is a triangulated category.
If compact objects in a triangulated category are known, we can get the triangulated
category form the infinite completion of all compact objects.
Definition 1.4.2. Let R be a full triangulated subcategory of T . If R is closed
under coproducts and the inclusion R ⊂ T preserves coproducts, then R is called a
localizing subcategory of T .
Lemma 1.4.3. [58, Lemma 3.2] Let T be a compactly generated triangulated
category, with S a generating set. If R is the localizing subcategory containing S,
then there is a triangulated equivalence R ∼= T .
The following result is a consequence of [14, Lemma 4.5] or follows directly from
Lemma 1.4.3.
Lemma 1.4.4. Let F,G : T → S be two triangle functors preserving coproducts
between two k-linear compactly generated triangulated categories. If there is a natural
isomorphism F (X) ∼= G(X) for all compact object X ∈ T , then F ∼= G.
From the above results, we know that the triangulated category T and T c are
determined by each other. In some cases, we can completely determine the compact
objects of a triangulated category.
Theorem 1.4.5. Let T be a compactly generated triangulated category. If a
homological functor H : T op → Ab preserves coproducts, then H ∼= HomT (−, X) for
some X ∈ T .
Proof. [58, Theorem 3.1]. 
There is a characterization of representable functors by Brown representability.
Using this theorem, we can construct adjoint functors of exact functor F : T → S
with T compactly generated.
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Corollary 1.4.6. Let F : T → S with T be a an exact functor between triangulated
categories with T compactly generated.
(1) The functor F has a right adjoint if and only if F preserves all coproducts.
(2) The functor F has a left adjoint if and only if F preserves all products.
Proof. For (1), we consider the functor HomS(F (−), X) : T op → Ab for any X ∈ S.
The functor preserves coproducts. By Theorem 1.4.4, the functor is representable.
We have a G(X) ∈ T such that HomS(F (Y ), X) = HomT (Y,G(X)) for any Y ∈ T .
For (2), see [59, Theorem 8.6.1]. 
1.4.2 Recollement
It is well-known that the derived category D(ModA) is compactly generated, with
the full subcategory of compact objects Kb(projA), the full subcategory of perfect
complexes.
In [51], Krause proved that the homotopy category K(A) of a locally noetherian
Grothendieck category A is compactly generated and determined all the compact
objects. In particular, the result applies for A = ModA for a finite dimensional
algebra A or more general, a Noetherian ring A.
Theorem 1.4.7. If A is a finite dimensional k-algebra, then the category K(InjA)
is compactly generated, and there is a natural triangle equivalence
Kc(InjA) ∼= Db(modA).
Proof. See [51, Section 2]. 
Proposition 1.4.8. [15, Section 8] The category K(InjA) is derived invariant, i.e
if Db(modA) ∼= Db(modB), then we have K(InjA) ∼= K(InjB).
We are interested in the triangulated categories D(ModA) and K(InjA). There
are close relations between them. Recall that a recollement [10] is a sequence of
triangulated categories and functors between them.








satisfying the following conditions.
(1) Iλ is a left adjoint and Iρ a right adjoint of I;
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(2) Qλ is a left adjoint and Qρ a right adjoint of Q;
(3) IλI ∼= IdT ′ ∼= IρI and QQρ ∼= IdT ′′ ∼= QQλ;
(4) QX = 0 if and only if X ∼= IX ′ for some X ′ in T ′.
Consider the canonical functors
I : Kac(InjA)→ K(InjA) and Q : K(InjA) inc−→ K(ModA) can−−→ D(ModA),
we have that I and Q have right and left adjoints.
Firstly, we show that Q has right adjoint Qρ. This is equivalent to the functor I has
right adjoint Iρ [51, Lemma 3.2]. Let Kinj(A) be the smallest triangulated category of
K(ModA) closed under taking products and contains InjA. The inclusion functor
Kinj(A) → K(InjA) preserves products, and has a left adjoint i : K(ModA) →
KInj(A) by Lemma 1.4.6. The functor i induces an equivalence
D(ModA)
∼−→ Kinj(A).
By the natural isomorphism HomD(ModA)(X, Y ) ∼= HomK(ModA)(X, iY ), we can take
the right adjoint Qρ of Q as the composition
D(ModA) i // Kinj(A) // K(InjA) .
Let K be the localizing subcategory of K(InjA), generated by all compact objects
X ∈ K(InjA) such that QX is compact in D(ModA). Then we have that QK : K →
D(ModA) is an equivalence. Fix a left adjoint L : D(ModA)→ K, the composition
D(ModA)L // K inc// K(InjA) is a left adjoint of Q. The fully faithful functor
Qλ : D(ModA)→ K(InjA) identifies D(ModA) with the localizing subcategory of
K(InjA) which is generated by all compact objects in the image of Qλ. The functor
Qλ identifies D(A) with the localizing subcategory of K(InjA) which is generated
by the injective resolution IA of A.
Summarize the above, there is a recollement [51, Section 4]








There is an important reason to study the category K(InjA). We have the
equivalence Kc(InjA) ∼= Db(modA). There are also close relations between the
subcategories of compact ojects of Kac(InjA), K((InjA) and D(ModA).
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Proof. See [51, Corollary 5.4] 
Remark 1.4.10. For a finite dimensional algebra A, the triangulated categories
Db(modA) and Dc(ModA) ∼= Kb(projA) both are Hom-finite. But Kcac(InjA) is
not Hom-finite in general.
1.5 Repetitive algebras
The repetitive algebra is considered as a Galois covering of the trivial extension of
a finite dimensional algebra [40]. In [38], Happel proved that the bounded derived
category of a finite dimensional algebra can be embedded into the stable module
category of its repetitive algebra. We can study the derived category through
the representations of repetitive algebras. The generalization the embedding to
an infinite setting was contained the paper [52]. We introduce the definition and
some basic properties of repetitive algebras.
1.5.1 Basic properties of repetitive algebras
Let A be a finite dimension basic k-algebra. D = Homk(−, k) is the standard duality
on modA. Q = DA is a A-A-module via a′, a′′ ∈ A,ϕ ∈ Q, (a′ϕa′′)(a) = ϕ(a′aa′′).
The trivial extension algebra T (A) = A×DA of A is the symmetric algebra whose k-
vector space is A⊕DA, and the multiplication is given by (a, f)·(b, g) = (ab, ag+fb).
for a, b ∈ A, f, g ∈ DA.
Definition 1.5.1. The repetitive algebra Aˆ of A is defined as following, the
underlying vector space is given by
Aˆ = (⊕i∈ZA)⊕ (⊕i∈ZQ)
denote the element of Aˆ by (ai, ϕi)i, almost all ai, ϕi being zero. The multiplication
is defined by
(ai, ϕi)i · (bi, φi)i = (aibi, ai+1φi + ϕbi)i
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where each Ai = A is (i, i)-th element Qi = Q is the (i + 1, i)-th element, and all
the remaining elements are zero. The multiplication is induced from the canonical
maps
A⊗A Q→ Q,Q⊗A → Q, and Q⊗A Q→ 0.
The multiplication is just the usual matrix multiplication.
If 1A = e1 + . . . + en is the decomposition of the identity 1A of A into a sum of
orthogonal primitive idempotent e1, . . . , en, then 1Am = em,1 + . . . + em,n, em,i = ei
for all m ∈ Z, a ≤ i ≤ n.
We define the automorphism µAˆ : Aˆ→ Aˆ, em,i 7→ em+1,i for (m, i) ∈ Z×{1, . . . , n}, is
called the Nakayama automorphism of Aˆ. Then we have the Galois covering F : Aˆ→
Aˆ/G, where G = (µAˆ) is generated by µAˆ, and Aˆ/G
∼= T (A). The covering induces a
Z-grading on T (A), with degA = 0, degDA = 1, such that mod Aˆ ∼= modZ T (A). We
can view the associated push down functor Fλ : mod Aˆ → modT (A) as a forgetful
functor modZ T (A) → modT (A). In general, the push down functor is not dense,
see Appendix A.1.
A repetitive algebra Aˆ is locally support finite if for each indecomposable projective
Aˆ-module P , the set of indecomposable projective Aˆ-modules
{P ′ ∈ mod Aˆ|Hom(P,M) 6= 0 6= Hom(P ′,M) for some M ∈ mod Aˆ}
is finite. Under the assumption of locally support finite, the push down functor is
dense [26].
If we have a path algebra kQ/Iof a quiver Q with relations I, then we can construct
the quiver Qˆ and the relations Iˆ of the repetitive algebra of kQ/I [66, 65]. Let ρ be
the set of relations generating I. A path α1 . . . αn of length ≥ 1 in (Q, ρ) is called
maximal if βα1 . . . αn and α1 . . . αnγ are not in I for each β with t(β) = s(α1) and
each γ with t(αn) = s(γ). Denote M (Q, ρ) the set of all maximal paths in (Q, ρ).
If (Q, ρ) is locally bounded, we construct the quiver Qˆ = (Qˆ0, Qˆ1) as follows,
Take countable many copies Q[i] of Q where i ∈ Z, thus for every a ∈ Q there is
a vertex a[i] in Q[i] for all i ∈ Z, and for every arrow α : a → b in Q, there is an
arrow α[i] : a[i] → b[i] in Q[i] for all i ∈ Z. In addition, for every maximal path
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p : a → b ∈M (Q, ρ) there is an arrow p′[i] : b[i] → a[i − 1] for all i ∈ Z, these are
called connecting arrows. The resulting quiver is denotes by (Qˆ0, Qˆ1). Let p = p1p2
be a maximal path in (Q, ρ), the path of form p2[i]p
′[i]p1[i− 1] is called a full path
in Qˆ.
Now, we define a set of relations for Qˆ:
R1 Let p, p1, p2 be paths in Q, if p ∈ ρ(resp. p1 − p2 ∈ ρ) then p[i] ∈
hatρ(resp.p1[i]− p2[i] ∈ ρˆ) for all i ∈ Z.
R2 Let p be a path containing a connecting arrow. If p is not a subpath of a full
path, then p ∈ ρˆ.
R3 Let p = p1p2p3 and q = q1q2q3 be a maximal path in (Q, ρ) with p2 = q2, then
p3[i]p
′[i]p1[i− 1]− q3q′[i]q1[i− 1] ∈ ρˆ for all i ∈ Z.
Under the above construction of repetitive quiver, there is a characterization of
gentle algebra [66, 65].
Theorem 1.5.2. Let (Q, ρ) be a locally bounded quiver, then kQˆ/(ρˆ) is the repetitive
algebra of kQ/(ρ). If A = kQ/(ρ) is a finite dimensional k-algebra, then A is gentle
if and only if Aˆ = kQˆ/(ρˆ) is special biserial.
1.5.2 The embedding functors
For a finite dimensional algebra A, there are close relations between K(InjA) and
Mod Aˆ, as well as Db(modA) and mod Aˆ. Happel introduced the embedding functor
Db(modA) → modA [37]. The functor was extended to K(InjA) → ModA of
unbounded complexes in [52]. The embedding functor is very useful because the
module category mod Aˆ is well-understood, even Mod Aˆ is well-understood. By the
embedding functors, the behavior of Db(modA) can be controlled by mod Aˆ and
the behavior of K(InjA) can be controlled by Mod Aˆ. If Aˆ is tame, it is possible to
describe the category Db(modA) and K(InjA) more explicitly.
An Aˆ-module is given by M = (Mi, fi)i∈Z, where Mi are A-modules and fi : Q ⊗A
Mi → Mi+1 such that fi+1 ◦ (1 ⊗ fi) = 0. Given Aˆ-modules M = (Mi, fi) and







Q⊗Ni gi // Ni+1
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commutes. Sometimes, we write (Mi, f
′
i)i∈Z as
· · ·M−1 ∼f−1 M0 ∼f0 M1 ∼ · · · .
Let Mod Aˆ be the category of all left Aˆ-modules, and mod Aˆ be the subcategory
of finite dimensional modules. They both are Frobenius categories since Aˆ is a
self-injective algebra. Thus the associated stable categories Mod Aˆ and mod Aˆ are
triangulated categories. Moreover, mod Aˆ is the full subcategory of compact objects
in Mod Aˆ.
Lemma 1.5.3. [38, Lemma II.4.2] There exist an exact functor I : mod Aˆ→ mod Aˆ
and a monomorphism µ : id→ I such that I(X) is injective for each X ∈ mod Aˆ.
We can use this lemma to construct suspension functor for the triangulated category
mod Aˆ as a stable category of Frobenius category mod Aˆ.
Theorem 1.5.4. [38, Theorem II.4.9] There is an exact functor F : Kb(modA)→
mod Aˆ, and if f : X → Y is a quasi-isomorphism. Then F (f) is an isomorphism
in mod Aˆ in Kb(A). Thus F induces an exact functor F : Db(A) → mod Aˆ. If
gl. dimA <∞, then the functor F is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
We call the functor F : Db(A) → mod Aˆ as Happel’s functor. Now, we extended
the result to the category of infinite dimensional modules over Aˆ as in [52]. The






also induced adjoint functors between K(ModA) and K(Mod Aˆ). Note that the
functor − ⊗A AAˆ sends a module X ∈ ModA to (Xn, fn) ∈ Mod Aˆ with X0 = X
and Xn = 0 for N 6= 0 and the functor HomAˆ(A,−) takes injective Aˆ-modules to
injective A-modules. Thus it induces a functor from K(Inj Aˆ) to K(InjA). This
functor preserves products and has therefore a left adjoint φ : K(InjA)→ K(Inj Aˆ),
by Corollary 1.4.6. The functor HomAˆ(A,−) preserves the coproducts since A is
finitely generated over Aˆ.
The inclusion K(InjA) → K(ModA) preserves the products and therefore has a
left adjoint jA. We have φ ◦ jA = jAˆ ◦ (−⊗AA). It follows that φ takes the injective
resolution of a A-module to the injective resolution of the A-module M ⊗A A. This
shows that φc corresponding to −⊗A A.
The inclusion Kac(Inj Aˆ) → K(Inj Aˆ) has a left adjoint ψ, which can be explicitly
described as pM → iM → ψM → pM [a] which is a triangle in K(Inj Aˆ). The
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following theorem [52, Theorem 7.2] shows that there exists a fully faithful functor
between K(InjA) and Mod Aˆ extending Happel’s functor.
Theorem 1.5.5. There is a fully faithful triangle functor F which is the composition
of
K(InjA)




−⊗AAAˆ// Db(mod Aˆ) // mod Aˆ .




The image of the embedding functor F : Db(ModA) → ModA was considered in
[33]. Given i ∈ Z, the i-th syzygy of Aˆ-moduleX is denoted by ΩiX. The assignment
X 7→ ΩiX induces an equivalence between Mod Aˆ→ Mod Aˆ. The cosyzygy functor
Ω−1 is a translation functor of the triangulated category Mod Aˆ.
Lemma 1.5.6. [33, Lemma 2.1] Let X be a Aˆ module and Xi = 0 for i < r, and
i > s. Then
(1)(ΩX)i = 0 for i < r and i > s+ 1.
(2)(Ω−1X)i = 0 for i < r − 1 and i > s.
(3)If pdXr = n(resp.idXs = n), then (Ω
n+1X)r = 0(resp.(Ω
−n−1X)s = 0).
From this lemma, we know that X = (Xi, fi) ∈ ImF if and only if there exists
n ≥ 0 such that(Ω−n
Aˆ
X)j = 0 for j < 0, i.e pdAXj < ∞. Actually, we have a
concrete consequence about the ImF .
Proposition 1.5.7. [22, Theorem 4.1] Let A be a Gorenstein algebra, then
ImF = {(Xi, fi) ∈ mod Aˆ|pdAXi <∞ for i 6= 0}.
If X ∈ Db(ModA), then the image F (X) is support finite Aˆ-module. If A has
finite global dimension, then support-finite modules in Mod Aˆ has preimages in
Db(ModA). The following propositions [33, Lemma 3.4,3.5] show these relations
between Db(ModA) and Mod Aˆ.
Lemma 1.5.8. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra and F be the Happel’s
embedding functor.
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(1) Let X ∈ Db(ModA), with H i(X) = 0 for |i| > n, then F (X)i = 0 for
|i| > 2(n+ 1).
(2) Assume that A has finite global dimension d. Let X ∈ Db(ModA) with
F (X)i = 0 for |i| > n. Then H i(X) = 0 for |i| > (n+ 1)(d+ 1).

Chapter 2
Generic objects in derived
categories
In this chapter we recall some background of functor categories and purity of
triangulated categories. We investigate the purity of K(InjA) for an algebra A.
Furthermore, we study the generic objects in derived categories and construct some
generic objects in derived categories. Consequently we give a criterion for an algebra
which has generically trivial derived categories. We also consider the generic objects
in K(InjA).
2.1 Functor categories
Let A be a small additive category, B be an arbitrary additive category and
F1, F2 : A → B be additive functors from A to B. A morphism from F1 to F2 is
determined by a certain element of product
∏
X∈AHomB(F1(X), F2(X)) (a subclass
of
∏
X∈AHomB(F1(X), F2(X))), forming a set denoted by Hom(F1, F2). Now, we
denote the category of contravariant additive functors from A to B by Fun(A,B).
With the composition of functors and the group structure on Hom(F,G), Fun(A,B)
becomes an additive category (sometimes we denote Fun(A,Ab) by ModA). Let
all indecomposable objects in A be indA = A′, for F,G ∈ Fun(A,B) a morphism
u : F → G is uniquely determined by its restriction u|A′ : F |A′ → G|A′ to A′.
Moreover, the restriction map
Hom(F,G)→ Hom(F |A′ , G|A′), u 7→ u|A′
is an isomorphism of groups and
Fun(A,B)→ Fun(A′,B), F 7→ F |A′
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is an equivalence of categories.
Now, we mainly concern the case B = Ab the category of abelian groups. The
functor which is isomorphic to the Hom-functor HX = HomA(−, X) : A → Ab is
called a representable functor.
There are some basic properties of the additive category ModA. We refer to the
reference [41, Appendix B] or [62, Chapter 3].
Lemma 2.1.1 (Yoneda’s Lemma). For any additive functor F : A → Ab, the
mapping
Hom(HX , F )→ F (X), u 7→ uA(1A)
is an isomorphism of abelian groups with inverse
e 7→ (uY )Y ∈A
where uY (f) = F (f)(e).
Proof. See [34, Theorem II.3.3] or [29, Theorem 5.32]. 
This lemma shows that every additive category A could be embedded in a functor
category ModA. The category A is equivalent to the full subcategory of ModA
formed by representation functors. A family of objects {Ui}i∈I is called a family of
generators for an additive category A if for each nonzero morphism α : A → B in
A there is a morphism u : Ui → A such that αu = 0.
Theorem 2.1.2. Let A be a small additive category. Then ModA is Grothendieck
category. For every functor F ∈ ModA, there exists an injective envelop.
Proof. See [29, Propostition 5.21, Theorem 6.25]. 
Remark 2.1.3. The set of all representation functors {HX}X∈A form a family
of projective generators in ModA [68, Corollary 7.4]. Since for every non-zero
morphism u : F1 → F2 in ModA, there exists X ∈ A such that uX : F1(X)→ F2(X)
is not zero. By Yoneda’s Lemma, there is an element s ∈ F1(X) ∼= Hom(HX , F1)
such that us 6= 0. If an abelian category has a generator then the family of subobjects
of any objects is a set [68, Chapter IV, Proposition 6.6].
A functor F ∈ Fun(A,Ab) is finitely presented if there exists an exact sequence
HY → HX → F → 0 in Fun(A,Ab). A functor F ∈ Fun(A,Ab) is coherent if every
finitely generated subobject is finitely presented. The Grothendieck category C is
locally coherent if every object of C is a direct limit of coherent object. We denote
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the full subcategory of all coherent functors in A as cohA. By [39, Proposition 2.1],
the category ModA is locally coherent for small additive category A.
Let F : C → D be an additive functor between small additive categories, we have
the restriction functor F∗ : ModD → Mod C, M 7→ M ◦ F , with right adjoint
functor F ∗ : Mod C → ModD sends Hom(−, C) to Hom(−, F (C)) for every C ∈ C.
By Yoneda’s lemma,
Hom(F ∗(Hom(−, C),M) = M(F (C)) = F∗(M)(C) ∼= Hom(Hom(−, C), F∗(M)).
Remark 2.1.4. The functor category ModA is a generalization of module category
over some ring [55].
Each ring R can be viewed as an additive category R with only one object ∆ and
HomR(∆,∆) = R(composition given by multiplication of R). Then ModR ∼=
Fun(R,Ab). The additive functor M : R → Ab in ModR could be viewed as a
R-module as the following way. Let M(∆) = G ∈ Ab, we have the R-action on
G as ρ : M(R) → EndG. Conversely, every R-module N ∈ ModR is a functor
MN ∈ ModR defined by MN(∆) = N and MN(Hom(∆,∆)) → EndN induced by
the R-action on N . For a small additive category A, if X is an object in A then the
set HomA(X,X) is a ring. The category A can be viewed as a ring R with several
objects. Thus the functor category Fun(A,Ab) can be viewed as the module category
ModR, where R = ⊕X∈AHomA(X,X) and the functors in Fun(A,Ab) are called A-
modules. The finitely presented A-modules form an additive category with cokernels,
denoted by modA. modA is abelian if and only if every map M → N in A has a
weak kernel L→M , i.e the sequence HomA(−, L)→ HomA(−,M)→ HomA(−, N)
is exact in modA.
2.2 Purity of triangulated categories
In [39], Herzog considered the Ziegler spectrum of locally coherent Grothendieck
category and applied to the case Mod(modR)op, the additive covariant functors
from modR to Ab. Let C be a locally coherent Grothendieck category, the Ziegler
spectrum Zg(C) is the set of indecomposable injective objects in C with the open
sets indexed by Serre subcategories of cohC, all coherent objects in C. The Ziegler
spectrums of locally coherent Grothendieck categories play an important role in
studying the Ziegler spectrum of triangulated category.
Let us recall some basic concepts of Ziegler spectrums of locally coherent
Grothendieck categories. Let C be a Grothendieck category, i.e an abelian category
with a generator, that colimits exist in C and direct limits are exact. A Grothendieck
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category C is locally coherent if every object of C is a direct limit of coherent
objects. We have some examples of locally coherent Grothendieck categories. One
of the important examples is the functor category Mod(modR)op). The category
Mod(modR)op) can be viewed as a generalized left R-modules via the fully faithful
right exact functor ModR → Mod(modR)op),M → − ⊗R M . It is well known
that every right exact functor G ∈ Mod(modR)op) is of the form −⊗RG(R). Thus
ModR can be recovered from Mod(modR)op) as the subcategory consisting of object
M ∈ C such that Ext1C(C,M) = 0 for each C ∈ cohC, i.e coh-injective objects.
For every locally coherent Grothendieck category C, we associate a set Zg(C), the set
of indecomposable injective objects of C. For an arbitrary subcategory X ⊂ cohC,
we associate the subset of Zg(C),
O(X ) = {E ∈ Zg C|∃C ∈ X ,HomC(C,E) 6= 0}.
Given an subcategory X ∈ cohC, the Serre category closure Xˆ of X is denoted by
Xˆ = ∩{S ⊂ cohC : S ⊃ X is Serre}.
For more details, we refer to [39, Section 3].
Theorem 2.2.1. The collection of subsets of Zg(C)
{O(S) : S ⊂ cohC is a Serre subcategory},
satisfies the axioms for the open sets of a topology on Zg(C).
The collection of open subsets {O(C) : C ∈ cohC} satisfies the axioms for basis of
open subsets of the Ziegler spectrum.
Proof. See [73, Theorem 4.9] or [39, Theorem 3.4]. 
Example 2. Let R be a ring, and C = Mod(modR). The Ziegler spectrums ZgR =
Zg(C) is the definition of Ziegler spectrum of ring R. To consider Zg C is equivalent
to consider the indecomposable pure injective object in ModR.
Theorem 2.2.2. Let C be a locally coherent Grothendieck category. There is an
inclusion preserving bijection correspondence between the Serre subcategories S of
cohC and the open subsets of O of Zg C. The correspondence is given by
S 7→ O(S) := ∪C∈SO(C),O 7→ SO := {C ∈ cohC|O(C) ⊂ O}
Proof. See [73, Theorem 4.9] or [39, Corollary 3.5]. 
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The above setting about locally coherent Grothendieck category can be applied in
the context of triangulated category. Since for a compactly generated triangulated
category T , the category Mod T c is a locally coherent Grothendieck category.
From now on, we fix T a compactly generated triangulated category and T c the
subcategory of compact objects.
Definition 2.2.3. A triangle
L
f //M
g // N // ΣL
in T is pure-exact if for every object C in T c the induced sequence
0 // T (C,L) // T (C,M) // T (C,N) // 0
is exact. we call the map f a pure monomorphism. The object L of T is pure-injective
if every pure-exact triangle
L
f //M
g // N // ΣL
splits.
A map f : X → Y is called a phantom map if the induced map Hom(C,X) →
Hom(C, Y ) is zero for all C ∈ T c.
Remark 2.2.4. The phantom map in compactly generated triangulated category was
considered by Neeman in [56]. He pointed out the phantomless triangulated category
is rare and gave necessary and sufficient conditions on T such that T is phantomless.
Lemma 2.2.5. For a triangle ∆ : X
α // Y
β // Z
γ // ΣX in T , the followings
are equivalent,
1. α is a phantom map;
2. β is a pure monomorphism;
3. γ is pure epimorphism;
4. the shifted triangle Y // Z // X[1] // ΣY is pure exact.
Proof. For any compact object C ∈ T c, we apply the exact functor Hom(C,−) to
the triangle ∆. We have the following long exact sequence
Hom(C,X) α
∗
// Hom(C, Y )
β∗ // Hom(C,Z)
γ∗ // Hom(C,ΣX) Σα
∗
// · · · .
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α is a phantom map if and only if Hom(C, α) = 0 if and only if α∗ = Hom(C,Σα) = 0
if and only if γ is pure epimorphism if and only if β is pure monomorphism. 
Now we consider the Yoneda embedding
hT : T → Mod T c, X 7→ HX = Hom(−, X)|T c .
The category Mod T c of Mod T c is a locally coherent Grothendieck category. The
subcategory mod T c consisting of all finitely presented objects is abelian category
since T c is a triangulated category [59, Proposition 5.1.10]. Moreover, the category
Flat T c of flat functors in Mod T c is exactly the category of all cohomological
functors from T c to Ab [56, Lemma 2.1].
A functor F : T → Ab is coherent if there exists an exact sequence T (X,−) →
T (Y,−)→ F → 0, where X, Y ∈ T c. We denote cohT the collection of all coherent
functors from T to Ab, which is an abelian category. There is an equivalence of
categories [49, Lemma 7.2]
(mod T c)op ∼−→ cohT .
Indeed, for each F ∈ mod T c, we have a presentation HX → HY → F → 0.
Then we complete the corresponding map X → Y to a triangle X → Y → Z →
X[1]. Naturally, there is a coherent functor G with presentation Hom(A[1],−) →
Hom(C,−)→ G→ 0 by Yoneda’s Lemma.
The following characterizations of pure injective objects in triangulated category
can be found in [48]. For reader’s convenience, we give a proof here.
Proposition 2.2.6. Let T be a compactly generated triangulated category, the
following are equivalent,
(1) An object X in T is pure-injective.
(2) HX = Hom(−, X)|T c is injective in Mod T c.
(3) If φ : Y → X is a phantom map, then φ = 0.
(4) For every set I, the summation map X(I) → X factors through the canonical
map X(I) → XI from the coproduct to the product.
Proof. See [48, Theorem 1.8]. 
If the triangulated category T is k-linear, then every compact object is pure injective.
Since the duality D = Homk(−, k) : Mod k → Mod k induces a natural map H →
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D2H for each H ∈ Mod T c, and this map is isomorphism for H = HX for some
X ∈ T c. By [7, Proposition I.3.8], HX is an injective object in Mod T c. By the
above Proposition, X is pure injective in T .
Definition 2.2.7. A compactly generated triangulated category T is pure-semisimple
if every object of T is pure injective.
The following theorem generalize the Bass’s characterization of perfect ring, [41].
Theorem 2.2.8. Let T be compactly generated triangulated category, the following
are equivalent
(1) T is pure semisimple;
(2) Every object in T is a coproduct of indecomposable objects with local
endomorphism rings;
(3) The restricted Yoneda functor hT : T → Mod T c, X 7→ HX = Hom(−, X)|T c
is fully faithful;
Proof. See [48, Theorem 2.10]. 
Now, we consider when the category K(InjA) for some algebra A is pure semisimple.
Consider the restricted Yoneda functor hT : T → Mod T c, X 7→ HX =
HomT (−, X)|T c , it is not faithful in general. And hT is faithful implies that hT
is full implies that hT is dense [12]. If hT is faithful, we call T phantomless.
Theorem 2.2.9. For an Artin algebra A, the following are equivalent
(1) D(ModA) is pure semisimple.
(2) A is derived equivalence of algebra of Dynkin type.
Proof. See [12, Theorem 12.20]. 
Theorem 2.2.10. For an artin algebra A, K(InjA) is pure semisimple if and only
if A is derived equivalence of algebra of Dynkin type .
Proof. The inclusion i : Kb(projA) ↪→ Db(modA) induces a functor
i∗ : Mod(Db(modA))→ Mod(Kb(projA)),
which has fully faithful right adjoint functor i!. K(InjA) is pure semisimple iff
Mod(Db(modA)) is locally Noetherian [12, Theorem 9.3]. By [62, Chapter 5,
Corollary 8.4], this implies Mod(Kb(projA)) is locally Noetherian. In this case,
D(A) is pure semisimple, thus A is derived equivalence of algebra of Dynkin type.

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Remark 2.2.11. In general, the pure injective object contains a superdecomposable
(without indecomposable direct summand) pure injective direct summand, which is
difficult to control. So it is hopeless to find out all pure injective objects in this case.
But for a pure semisimple triangulated category T , the structure of pure injective
objects is explicit by the above theorem.
The structure of injective object in a Grothendieck category A is explicit [62]. For
each injective object I ∈ A, there is a unique (up to isomorphism) decomposition
of I,
I = E(⊕λ∈ΛIλ)⊕ Is
where each Iλ is indecomposable injective, (E(M) is the injective envelope of a
object M) and Is is a superdecomposable injective. We have a similar structure
property for the pure injective object in a triangulated category.
Proposition 2.2.12. Let I be a pure injective object in T , then
I ∼= E(⊕λ∈ΛIλ)⊕ Is
where each Iλ is indecomposable pure injective, and Is is a superdecomposable pure
injective object.
Proof. Consider the embedding T → Mod T c. If I is a pure injective object in T ,
then the image HI is a injective object in Mod T c, Proposition 2.2.6. By the fact
that Mod T c is Grothendieck category and the structure of the injective object in
Mod T c. We have the structure of I as
I = E(⊕λ∈ΛIλ)⊕ Is.

The Ziegler spectrum Zg T of a compactly generated triangulated category T have
its points as the indecomposable injective objects in Mod T c, coinciding with the
indecomposable pure injective objects in T by Proposition 2.2.6. We will give the
topological basis of Zg T , which are determined by the finitely presented object in
Mod T c.
We can define the open subsets of Ziegler spectrum of T inducing from the Serre
subcategories of cohT or the Serre subcategories of mod T c. There is a dual
between these two categories and the open subsets defined by the two types Serre
subcategories coincide. For a Serre subcategory S of cohT , we define the subset of
form
O(S) = {X ∈ Zg T |C(X) 6= 0,∀C ∈ S}
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as the open subset in Zg T . The sets of this form satisfy the axioms of open subsets
in space Zg T . Similar in the module category case, we can find out a topological
basis of Zg T .
Lemma 2.2.13. The collection of subsets of Zg T
O(C) = {M ∈ Zg T |C(M) 6= 0, C ∈ cohT }
with C ∈ cohT satisfies the axioms of open subsets of Zg T .
Proof. See [49, Main theorem]. 
Corollary 2.2.14. The collection of open subsets of Zg T
O(C) = {M ∈ Zg T |Hom(C,HM) 6= 0, C ∈ mod T c}
with C ∈ mod T c is a basis of open subsets of Zg T .
Proof. It is obvious that all these sets are open. Each open subset in Zg T is of the
form
O(S) = {N ∈ Zg T |C(N) 6= 0 for some C ∈ S}
with S is a Serre subcategory in cohT . Then O(S) = ∪C∈SO(C). 
A map φ : X → Y in T is called a pure injective envelope of X if Y is pure injective
and a composition ψ · φ with a map ψ : Y → Z is a pure monomorphism if and
only if ψ is a pure monomorphism. It is straightforward that φ is a pure injective
envelope if and only if Hφ : HX → HY is an injective envelope in Mod T c [47]. The
following property is from [31], analogue the result of module category [39].
Proposition 2.2.15. If T c is a Krull-Schmidt category, then the set
S = {Mˆ pure injective envelope of M |M ∈ T c is indecomposable.}
is a dense subset of Zg T .
Proof. We need to show every open subsets intersecting with S. It suffices to
consider the open sets of topological basis {O(C) : C ∈ modT c}. Let C ∈ mod T c,
there is a monomorphism α : C → HM in mod T C with M ∈ T c, since mod T c has
enough injective objects. By the Krull-Schmidt property of T c, HM ∼=
∐n
i=1 HMi
with every HMi a uniform object in Mod T c, then Hom(C,HMi) 6= 0 for some HMi .
Therefore Mˆi ∈ O(C) 
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For a finite dimensional k-algebra A, it is well-known that the bounded derived
category Db(modA) and the category of perfect compelexes are Krull-Schmidt and
Hom-finite. We have the following result about the Ziegler spectrum of K(InjA)
and D(ModA).
Corollary 2.2.16. If A be a finite dimensional k-algebra,
(1) The injective resolutions of indecomposable objects in Db(modA) consist a
dense subset of the Ziegler spectrum Zg(K(InjA)).
(2) The indecomposable perfect complexes consist a dense subset of the Ziegler
spectrum Zg(D(ModA)).
The relation between Ziegler spectrum ZgR of a ring R and Zg(D(ModR)) was
investigated in [31]. Consider the inclusion of ModR to D(ModR), the inclusion
induces a map between ZgR and Zg(D(ModR)). We denote the image of ZgR by
(ZgR)[n]. The following theorem gives a description of the relationship between
ZgR and Zg(D(ModR)).
Theorem 2.2.17. Let R be any ring,
(1) The Ziegler spectrum (ZgR)[n] of R is a closed subset of Zg(D(ModR)).
(2) ∪n(ZgR)[n] is a closed subset of Zg(D(ModR)). It open complement O
consists of the indecomposable pure-injective complexes having at least two
non-zero cohomology groups.
Proof. See [31, Theorem 7.3]. 
In general, the disjoint union ∪n(ZgR)[n] is a proper closed subset of Zg(D(ModR)).
If R is right hereditary or von Neumann ring then the above sets are homeomorphic
[31].
If gl. dimR <∞, then there is a triangle equivalence D(ModR) ∼= K(InjR). Thus
there is a homeomorphic between the Ziegler spectrums.
For a Gorenstein ring R, we denote G InjR the full subcategory consisting of
Gorenstein injective modules of ModR and G InjR the stable category of G InjR,
i.e G InjR ∩modR.
Proposition 2.2.18. If R is a Gorenstein ring, An R-module X ∈ G InjR is pure
injective if and only if X is a pure injective object in G InjR.
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Proof. The ”only if” part is easy from the characterization of pure injective module
in ModR [41] (or the definition of pure injective module). X is pure injective iff
for every set J , the summation map X(J) → X factors through the canonical map
X(J) → XJ from the coproduct to the product.
For the ”if” part. X is a pure injective object in G InjR if and only if the summation
map ρJ : X

















where I is an injective R-module and such that ρJ = φJ ◦iJ+β◦α. By the injectivity
of I, the map α : X(J) → I factors through the monomorphism iJ , that is α = α′◦ iJ
for α′ : XJ → I. Thus
ρJ = φJ ◦ iJ + β ◦ α = (φJ + β ◦ α′) ◦ iJ .
We show that ρJ factors through i
J in ModR. The proof is finished. 
Theorem 2.2.19. Assume that R is a Gorenstein ring. Then the triangle
equivalence Kac(InjR) ∼= G InjR induces the Zielger spectrum Zg(G InjR) as a
closed subset of Zg(K(InjR)).
Proof. For some M ∈ ModR, we denote iM the injective resolution of an R-module
M . We have equivalences of functors
HomK(InjR)(iM,−) ∼= HomK(R)(M,−) ∼= H0(HomR(M,−)).
It is obvious that HiR = Hom(−, iR) ∈ mod(K(InjR)c). The subset
I(HiR) = {X ∈ ZgK(InjA)|Hom(HiR, HX) = Hom(iR,X) = 0},
is closed in Zg(K(InjR)) Moreover, I(HiR) contains all indecomposable acyclic
complexes in K(InjR). So is the closed subset I(HiR[i]) for all i ∈ Z, where iR[i] is
the i-th shift of complex iR.
By the definition of acyclic complexes, we have that the closed subset ∩i∈ZI(HiR[i])
only contains the indecomposable acyclic complexes. This implies that the Zielger
spectrum of Kac(InjR) is a closed subset of Zg(K(InjR)).
By the triangle equivalence Kac(InjR) ∼= G InjR [51, Proposition 7.2], we have that
Zg(G InjR) is a closed subset of Zg(K(InjR)). 
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Remark 2.2.20. If R is (quasi-)Frobenius ring, then X ∈ ModR is pure injective
if and only if X ∈ ModR is pure injective [48]. By the triangle equivalence
ModR ∼= Kac(InjR), and the fact that every pure injective object in Kac(InjR)
is a pure injective object in K(InjR), we have that Zg(ModR) is a closed subset
of Zg(K(InjR)). Since the morphism from R to every acyclic complexes is zero in
K(InjR), the closed subset ∩i∈ZI(HR[i]) is exactly the set of all acyclic complexes.
2.3 Generically trivial derived categories
The endolength of a module was introduced by Crawley-Boevey [25]. Modules of
finite endolength (endofinite modules) can be used to characterise the representation
type of an algebra. In [46], Krause generalized the notion of endofinite modules
to endofinite objects in compactly generated triangulated categories. Endofinite
objects have a unique decomposition into indecomposable objects with local
endomorphism rings. Thus endofinite objects are completely determined by these
indecomposable objects. Moreover, the full subcategory of endofinite objects is
determined by the full subcategory of compact objects. We will show that endofinite
objects play an important role in the structure of triangulated categories.
We mainly concern endofinite objects in the special triangulated categories K(InjA)
and D(ModA), for some finite dimensional k-algebra A .
Definition 2.3.1. Let T be a compactly generated triangulated category.An object
E ∈ T is endofinite if the EndT E-module Hom(X,E) has finite length for any
X ∈ T c.
Example 3. Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra. The homotopy category of
injective A-modules K(InjA) is compactly generated with Kc(InjA)
∼−→ Db(modA).
We have that any object in Db(modA) is endofinite since the category is Hom-finite.
Endofinite objects of triangulated categories have some nice decomposition
properties.
Theorem 2.3.2. Let T be a compactly generated triangulated category. An
endofinite object X ∈ T has a decomposition X = ∐iXi into indecomposable objects
with EndXi is local, and the decomposition is unique up to isomorphism.
Proof. See [46, Proposition 1.2]. 
There is a characterization of endofinite modules, which can be found in [25],
originally due to Garavaglia. An indecomposable module M has finite endolength if
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and only if every product of copies of M is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of
M . There is a similar result about endofinite objects in triangulated category [53,
Corollary 3.8].
Proposition 2.3.3. An indecomposable object X is endofinite if and only if every
product of copies of X is a coproduct of copies of X.
For a finite dimensional self-injective algebra A, the stable module category ModA
is a compactly generated triangulated category with (ModA)c ∼= modA. We know
that A is generically trivial if and only if A is of finite representation type. From the
characterization of endofinite objects in ModA, we will describe the similar result
for ModA.
Lemma 2.3.4. [13, Proposition 2.1] Let A be a finite dimensional self injective
algebra. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) M is an endofinite module in ModA.
(2) M is an endofinite object in ModA,
(3) HomA(S,X) is finite length over EndAX for every simple A-module S.
Proof. The implication (2) ⇒ (3) is easily from the definition of endofinite object.
It suffices to show that (1)⇒ (2) and (3)⇒ (1).
(1)⇒ (2) It follows that HomA(X,M) has finite length over EndAM since has finite
length over EndAM for every X ∈ modA.
(3)⇒ (1) Since the direct limit of injective modules is injective, we can apply Zorn’s
lemma. For every module M ∈ ModA, there is a maximal injective submodule I of
M. Let M = I ⊕M ′. For any simple module S
HomA(S,M) = HomA(S,M
′) = HomA(S,M ′)




′) is finite length over EndAM ′ since A is finite length over A.
That is M ′ is endofinite module. Since every injective module is endofinite, we have
that M = I ⊕M ′ is endofinite module. 
We consider the derived category D(ModA) of unbounded complexes of A-modules.
It is compactly generated with Dc(ModA) being exactly Kb(projA). For every
X ∈ D(ModA) and i ∈ Z, the i-th cohomology group H i(X) = Hom(A,X[i]) has
a natural EndX-module structure. We have the following characterization for the
endofinite objects in D(ModA).
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Lemma 2.3.5. Assume that A is a finite dimensional algebra.
(1) A complex X ∈ D(ModA) is an endofinite object if and only if H i(X) has
finite composition length as an EndX-module for every i ∈ Z.
(2) Let X be an endofinite complex in D(ModA). Then H i(X) is an endofinite
A-module for all i ∈ Z.
Proof. See [50, Lemma 4.1,4.2]. 
The relation between endofinite objects in a triangulated category T and its
localizing subcategory is established by the following result.
Lemma 2.3.6. Let S be a localizing subcategory of T which is generated by compact
objects from T , and q : T → S be a right adjoint of the inclusion i : S → T .
(1) S is a compactly generated triangulated category.
(2) If X is an endofinite object in T , then q(X) is endofinite in S.
Proof. See [46, Lemma 1.3] 
In general, an endofinite object X in S is not necessary an endofinite object in T .
Now, we consider the fully faithful triangle functor F : K(InjA) → Mod Aˆ in
Theorem 1.5.5 and G the right adjoint of F .
Corollary 2.3.7. If X ∈ Mod Aˆ is an endofinite object, then G(X) ∈ K(InjA) is
an endofinite object.
Lemma 2.3.8. If X ∈ K(InjA)c, then the image F (X) ∈ Mod Aˆ can be represented
by a finitely generated Aˆ-module M .
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram




H // mod Aˆ
OO
,
where i is the injective resolution of complex. The result is a direct consequence by
Proposition 1.5.8. 
Remark 2.3.9. We consider the case that A is derived discrete.
If A is a hereditary algebra of Dynkin type, then we know that all indecomposable
endofinite objects of D(ModA) are shifts of the indecomposable A-modules.
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If A is a gentle algebra with one cycle not satisfying the clock condition and
gl. dimA <∞, then the indecomposable endofinite objects of K(InjA) ∼= D(ModA)
are the indecomposable endofinite complexes in D(modA).
2.3.1 Generic objects in derived categories
Generic modules in module category characterize the representation type of an artin
algebra. We show that the generic objects in a derived category characterize the
behaviour of this derived category.
Definition 2.3.10. Let T be a compactly generated triangulated category, an object
E ∈ T is called generic if it is an indecomposable endofinite object and not compact
object. T is called generically trivial if it does not have any generic objects.
We give some examples to show the generic objects in derived categories.
Example 4. Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra and D(ModA) be a compactly
generated triangulated category. If there exists a generic module M ∈ ModA, then
M viewed as a complex concentrated in one degree, is a generic object in D(ModA).
If gl. dimA = ∞, an indecomposable object X in Db(modA) not quasi-isomorphic
to a perfect complex is a generic object in D(ModA).
From the characterization of endofinite objects in ModA for A a self-injective
algebra, we show that when ModA is generically trivial.
Proposition 2.3.11. Let A be a finite dimensional self-injective algebra. Then
ModA is generically trivial if and only if A is of finite representation type.
Proof. If A is a representation finite self-injective algebra then every module is a
direct sum of indecomposable finitely generated A-modules. Thus every A-modules
is endofinite and every indecomposable endofinite module is finitely generated. It
implies that ModA is generically trivial. Conversely, we assume that ModA is
generically trivial. If A is not representation finite, then there exist generic A-
module G. By Lemma 2.3.4, we have that G is an generic object in ModA. 
We know that there are some similar characterizations between derived discrete
algebras and algebras of finite representation type. There generic objects in
D(ModA) for an algebra A with finite global dimension characterize the derived
discreteness of A.
Theorem 2.3.12. Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra with finite global
dimension. Then A is derived discrete if and only if D(ModA) does not contain a
generic object Y such that F (Y ) is support-finite .
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Proof. Since A has finite global dimension, there is a triangle equivalence F :
D(ModA) → Mod Aˆ. The functor F restricted to the subcategory of compact
objects is again a triangle equivalence between full subcategories of compact objects.
Suppose that A is not derived discrete, then there is a family of infinitely many
indecomposable compact objects {Xi}i∈I ∈ D(ModA) with the same homological
dimension d = (di)i∈Z, di ∈ NA. By [33, lemma 3.6], the objects F (Xi) in the family
{F (Xi)}i∈I are endofinite objects in Mod Aˆ. Moreover, the family {F (Xi)}i∈I can
be expressed as support-finite Aˆ-modules with the same bounded by Proposition
1.5.8 .
Let QˆA be the quiver of Aˆ, and 1 = e1 + . . .+ en be the decomposition of identity of
primitive idempotent of A. Then Aˆ has primitive idempotent Ej(ei) for j ∈ Z. There
are bijection between the vertices of QˆA and the set {Ej(ei)}. Let fj =
∑n
i=1 Ej(ei),




j=m fj) be a finite dimensional algebra. Thus F (Xi)
could be viewed as Aˆm,n-module Y = Y
red for some Y ∈ Mod Aˆm,n, for some
m,n ∈ Z.
There exists a generic module M in Mod Aˆm,n, since there are infinitely many
indecomposable endofinite Aˆm,n-modules with the same endolength [24, Theorem
7.3] . We can view M as an Aˆ-module with finite endolength and support-
finite. By Corollary 2.3.7, the complex G(M) ∈ D(ModA) is an endofinite object,
moreover is generic object, since the functor G is a triangle equivalence. The object
FG(M) ∈ Mod Aˆ is exactly M , and is support-finite.
Conversely, assume that there exists a generic object Y ∈ D(ModA) such that F (Y )
is support-finite, we show that A is not derived discrete. For any compact object
C ∈ D(ModA), we have Hom(C, Y ) ∼= HomAˆ(FC, FY ) and End(Y ) ∼= End(FY ).
Thus F (Y ) ∈ Mod Aˆ is a generic object. It corresponds a generic module over Aˆm,n
for some finite dimensional algebra Aˆm,n. Therefore, there are infinitely many finitely
generated Aˆm,n-modules has the same endolength with F (Y ). This contradicts to
the fact that Aˆ is representation discrete [71]. 
Assume that A = kQ/I is a gentle algebra, where Q has one cycle not satisfying
the clock condition and I = (ρ). Choose a generating set ρ of I, by [65, Proposition
4], the bounded quiver (Qˆ,Zρ) is an expanded gentle quiver. This means that the
vertices a are of the following two cases: either a is a crossing vertex: there are
exactly two arrows ending in a and two arrows starting in a, or else it is a transition
vertex: there just one arrow α ending in a and just one arrow β, starting in a, and
αβ /∈ ρ. Moreover, if (Q, ρ) is expanded, and p is any path of length at least one in
(Q, ρ), then there exactly one arrow α and exactly one arrow β such that αpβ is a
path in (Q, ρ).
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Let Aˆ = kQˆ/Iˆ be the repetitive algebra of A. There is a string algebra
¯ˆ
A = k(Qˆ, ¯ˆρ),
where ¯ˆρ is the union of ρˆ and the set of all full paths. The algebra
¯ˆ
A is the quotient
algebra of Aˆ. By the construction of (Qˆ, ¯ˆρ), there is a unique maximal path starting
at and ending in each transition vertex. There are precisely two maximal paths
starting at and ending in each crossing vertex.
Let A = kQ/I, I = (ρ) be a gentle one cycle algebra not satisfying the clock
condition, and Aˆ = kQˆ/Iˆ be the repetitive algebra of A. Denote by µ the shift
map on (Qˆ, ρˆ): a[i] 7→ a[i+ 1], and α[i] 7→ α[i+ 1], where a ∈ Q0 and α ∈ Q1. Then
µ is an automorphism of (Qˆ, ρˆ). There is a canonical embedding ι : (Q, ρ)→ (Qˆ, ρˆ)
given by a 7→ a[0] and α 7→ α[0]. Denote by R the finite subset of arrows in (Qˆ, ρˆ)
consisting of all arrows α[0] with α ∈ Q1 and the connecting arrows starting at a[0].
Then every arrow in Qˆ is a µ-shift of an element in R.
The following result is known for experts. We give an explicit proof as following for
reader’s convenience.
Lemma 2.3.13. If A = kQ/I is a gentle one cycle algebra not satisfying the clock
condition, then the quiver (Qˆ, ρˆ) of the repetitive algebra Aˆ has a string of infinite
length.
Proof. Let Aˆ = kQˆ/Iˆ be the repetitive algebra of A. We know that every vertex in
Qˆ0 is either a crossing or a transition vertex. Given any arrow α ∈ Qˆ1, we shall find
an infinite string starting in s(α).
If t(α) is a crossing vertex, there exists a unique minimal direct path p in Aˆ with
t(p) = t(α) and s(p) crossing. We denote it by p1. Consider the vertex s(p1), there
is a unique minimal direct path p2 /∈ (ρˆ) with s(p2) = s(p1). Moreover, t(p2) is
a crossing vertex. Repeating this procedure, we get a sequence . . . pnpn−1 . . . p2p1α



























If t(α) is a transition vertex, there exists a unique minimal direct path q such
that s(q) = t(α), pα /∈ (ρˆ) and t(q) is a crossing vertex. Then we get a sequence
. . . pnpn−1 . . . p2p1qα with t(p2i) = t(p2i+1), s(p2i) = s(p2i−1) for i ∈ N and t(q) =
t(p1).
There exist at least two arrows α1 and α2 in the above sequences with α1 = γ[j]
and α2 = γ[k] where γ ∈ R since R is a finite set. If (Q, ρ) does not satisfy the
clock condition, then i 6= k for any pair of arrows (α1, α2). Otherwise there exists
a non-oriented cycle C = γ . . . γ /∈ (ρˆ) [4, Theorem B]. From the finite sequence
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γ[i]q′γ[k] and the automorphism µ of Qˆ, we get an sequence of infinite length
. . . γ[2i− k]q′[i− k]γ[i]q′γ[k]q′[k − i]γ[2k − i] . . . .
This sequence corresponds to a string of infinite length in (Qˆ, ρˆ). 
The existence of infinite strings of Aˆ implies the existence of generic objects in
Mod Aˆ.
Lemma 2.3.14. If A = kQ/I is a gentle one cycle algebra not satisfying the clock
condition, then there is a generic object in Mod Aˆ.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.13, there exists a string of infinite length in (Qˆ, ρˆ), and the
string corresponds to an indecomposable representation of (Qˆ, ρˆ) [45]. Moreover,
the corresponding string Aˆ-module Ms is locally finite, i.e we have that
dim HomAˆ(P,Ms) <∞,
for every indecomposable projective Aˆ-module P . The Hom-space Hom(S,Ms) is
finite dimensional for every simple Aˆ-module S. This implies that for every finite
dimensional Aˆ-module N , Hom(N,Ms) is finite dimensional. Thus Ms is a generic
object in Mod Aˆ. 
We can prove our main result now.
Theorem 2.3.15. Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra.Then D(ModA) is
generically trivial if and only if A is derived equivalent to a hereditary algebra of
Dynkin type .
Proof. Assume there is no generic object in D(ModA), we show that A is derived
equivalent to a hereditary algebra of Dynkin type
If A has infinite global dimension, then there exits objects in Db(modA) but not
in Dc(ModA) ∼= Kb(projA). Since Db(modA) is a Hom-finite k-linear triangulated
category, there exists an indecomposable object M ∈ Db(modA) not in Kb(projA)
which is a generic object in D(ModA).
Assume gl. dimA < ∞. If A is not derived discrete, then there is an triangle
equivalence F : D(ModA) → Mod Aˆ. By Theorem 2.3.12, there exists a generic
object in Mod Aˆ. Generic objects are preserved under triangle equivalences. Thus
there exists a generic object in D(ModA). If A is derived discrete and not derived
equivalent to an algebra of Dynkin type, then A is a gentle algebra with exactly one
cycle in the quiver Q of A not satisfying the clock condition. By Lemma 2.3.14,
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there exists a generic object in Mod Aˆ, therefore in D(ModA). Thus A is derived
equivalent to a hereditary algebra of Dynkin type. 
Corollary 2.3.16. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra. Then D(ModA) is pure
semisimple if and only if D(ModA) is generically trivial.
Proof. It follows easily from Theorem 2.2.9 and Theorem 2.3.15. 
Example 5. 1. Let A = kQ/(ρ) be the path algebra of the gentle bounded quiver





hh with relation βα = 0. It is derived
discrete algebra and gl. dimA = 2. The repetitive algebra Aˆ is the path algebra

































γ[2] // . . .
with relations β[i]α[i] = 0, γ[i]γ[i− 1] = 0 and γ[i]α[i]β[i] = α[i+ 1]β[i+ 1]γ[i]
for all i ∈ Z. There is an infinite string of the form
· · · β−1[i+ 1]α−1[i+ 1]γ[i]β−1[i]α−1[i]γ[i− 1] · · · .













. . . // k2
( 0 1 )
II
( 0 01 0 )
// k2
( 0 1 )
II
( 0 01 0 )
// k2
( 0 1 )
II
( 0 01 0 )
// k2
( 0 1 )
II
( 0 01 0 )
// . . . .
where M(α[i]) = ( 10 ) ,M(β[i]) = ( 0 1 ) and M(γ[i]) = (
0 0
1 0 ).
Moreover, M is an endofinite object in Mod Aˆ and is indecomposable. Thus it
is a generic object in Mod Aˆ. By the triangle equivalence D(ModA) ∼= Mod Aˆ,
there exists a generic object in D(ModA).
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with αβ = 0, δγ = 0. A is tilting equivalent to A′ = kA˜3. Thus we have
a triangule equivalence Φ : D(ModA′) ∼−→ D(ModA). For any generic A′-
module M ∈ ModA′, it is a generic object in D(ModA′) by Lemma 2.3.5.
Therefore Φ(M) is a generic object in D(ModA).
2.3.2 Locally finite triangulated categories
The locally finite triangulated category was introduced in [72]. These categories are
class of triangulated categories satisfying some finiteness conditions.
Definition 2.3.17. A k-linear triangulated category C is locally finite if
supp Hom(X,−) contains only finitely many indecomposable objects for every
indecomposable X ∈ C, where supp Hom(X,−) denotes the subcategory generated
by indecomposable objects Y in C with Hom(X, Y ) 6= 0.
If C is a locally finite k-linear triangulated categories, then C has Auslander-Reiten
triangles. The following result characterizes the locally finite triangulated categories.
Theorem 2.3.18. [72, Theorem 2.3.5] Let C be a locally finite triangulated
categories. Then its Auslander-Reiten quiver ΓC is isomorphic to Z∆/G, where
∆ is a diagram of Dynkin type and G an automorphism group of Z∆.
There is another characterization of locally finite triangulated categories by
representable functors.
Proposition 2.3.19. [43, Section 2] A k-linear triangulated category C is locally
finite if and only if the functor HomC(−, X) is finite length in mod C for every object
X ∈ C.
From the characterizations of locally finite triangulated categories, we have the
following result.
Proposition 2.3.20. Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra. Then D(ModA) is
generically trivial if and only if Kb(projA) is locally finite.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3.15, we only need to show the ’if’ part. If Kb(projA) is
locally finite, then the Auslander-Reiten quiver Γ of Kb(projA) is isomorphic to
Z∆/G, where ∆ is a diagram of Dynkin type and G is an automorphism group
of Z∆ by Theorem 2.3.18. Since Kb(projA) has infinitely many indecomposable
objects, thus G is trivial. It means that there exist algebra B = k∆ such that
Kb(projA) ∼= Kb(projB). We have that A and B are derived equivalent. Thus
D(ModA) ∼= D(ModB) is generically trivial. 
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2.4 Generic objects in K(InjA)
Firstly, we recall the following recollement









If the global dimension of A is finite then D(ModA) ∼= K(InjA). In this case,
K(InjA) is generically trivial if and only if D(ModA) is generically trivial.
If the global dimension of A is infinite, then we can view D(ModA) as a localizing
subcategory of K(InjA) by the adjoint functors. In this case, if X is an endofinite
object in K(InjA) then the object Q(X) in D(ModA) is endofinite by Lemma 2.3.6.
Conversely, for an endofinite object Y ∈ D(ModA), we do not know whether Qρ(Y )
or Qλ(λ) is endofinite.
Lemma 2.4.1. Assume that gl. dimA = ∞. If the singularity category Dbsg(A) of
A is Hom-finite, then there exists generic object in K(InjA).
Proof. By the assumption, the category Kcac(InjA) is Hom-finite. Given an object
X ∈ Kac(InjA), we have that
HomK(InjA)(C,X) ∼= HomKac(InjA)(IλC,X), for C ∈ Kc(InjA). (†)
The left adjoint functor Iλ preserves compact objects. It follows that Iλ(C) ∈
Kcac(InjA). We choose an indecomposable object Z ∈ Kcac(InjA) which is not
compact in K(InjA). We claim that the object Z is a generic object in K(InjA). In
order to show this, we only need to check that Z is an endofinite object in K(InjA).
It follows from that the isomorphism (†) and Kcac(InjA) is Hom-finite.





By Proposition 1.4.9, we have an equivalence up to direct factors Γ : Dbsg(modA)→
Kcac(InjA), i.e Γ is fully faithful and every object in K
c
ac(InjA) is a direct factor of
some objects in the image of Γ. The category Dbsg(A) vanishes if and only if the
global dimension of A is finite. The categories Db(modA) and Kb(projA) both are
Hom-finite. However, Dbsg(A) is not Hom-finite in general. We know that D
b
sg(A)
is Hom-finite for Gorenstein algebra A. It follows that K(InjA) contains generic
objects if A is derived discrete and not derived hereditary of Dynkin type.
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Lemma 2.4.2. If A is of infinite representation type, and M is a generic A-module,
then the minimal injective resolution iM is a generic object in K(InjA).
Proof. We need to show that Hom(C, iM) is finite length over EndK(InjA)(iM) for
all compact objects C in K(InjA), where iM is a injective resolution of an A-module
M . It suffices to consider the isomorphism
HomKInjA(iS, iM) ∼= HomD(A)(iS,M) ∼= HomD(A)(S,M) ∼= HomA(S,M),
for any simple A-module S.
For a projective resolution of S
. . . // P1 // P0 // S // 0 . . . ,
we obtain the following exact sequence by applying the functor HomA(−,M) to the
resolution of S,
0→ HomA(S,M)→ HomA(P0,M)→ HomA(P1,M)→ . . . .
Since HomD(ModA)(P0,M) is finite length over EndD(ModA) ∼= EndK(InjA)(iM), thus
HomA(S,M) ∼= HomK(InjA)(iS, iM) is finite length as EndK(InjA)(iM)-module.

We summarize the above results in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4.3. (1) If gl. dimA <∞, then K(InjA) is generically trivial if and
only if A is derived hereditary of Dynkin type.
(2) Assume that gl. dimA = ∞ and A is representation infinite. then K(InjA)
has generic objects.
(3) Assume that A is Gorenstein and not derived hereditary of Dynkin type, then
K(InjA) has generic objects.
Chapter 3
The category K(InjA) of a derived
discrete algebra A
In this chapter, we review some results about the radical square zero algebras and
show some derived discrete algebras which are radical square zero. Based on this,
we classify all the indecomposable objects in K(InjA) for these algebras. The main
techniques that we use are the fully faithful triangle functor K(InjA)→ Mod Aˆ and
covering technique.
For some symmetric algebra A, we could find out another natural fully faithful
triangle functor K(ModA) → Mod Aˆ. If A ∼= k[x]/(x2), the embedding induces a
functor K(InjA)→ Mod Aˆ which can be applied to determine the indecomposable
objects in K(InjA). By covering theory, we shall classify all the indecomposable
objects in K(InjA) for a radical square zero self-injective algebra A which is derived
discrete algebra. Moreover, all indecomposable objects are endofinite. Thus we can
determine the Ziegler spectrum of K(InjA).
3.1 Radical square zero algebras
In [8], there is a connection between an artin algebra A with Rad2(A) = 0 and a
hereditary algebra with radical square zero, where Rad(A) is the Jacobison radical
of A, denoted by J .
Now, assume that A′ is any artin algebra, the algebra A = A′/J ′2 is a radical square
zero algebra. We can associate a hereditary algebra As = ( A/J 0J A/J ) with radical
square zero to A [8, Chapter X.2]. The radical of As is rad(As) = ( 0 0J 0 ). Let Q be a
quiver with vertex set Q0 = 1, 2, . . . , n, the separated quiver Q
s of Q has 2n vertices
1, . . . , n, 1′, . . . , n′ and an arrow l → m′ for every arrow l → m in Q. The ordinary
quiver Qs of As coincides with the separated quiver (QA)
s of QA.
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We can study the algebra A via the hereditary algebra As. For any M ∈ ModA, we
define an As-module [M/JM
JM
]. There is a functor defined by the following
S : ModA→ ModAs, M 7→ [M/JM
JM
].
The functor S has some nice properties , which could be generalized to all modules,
see [8, Chapter X] or [41, Proposition 8.63].
Proposition 3.1.1. Let A,As and S as above, then we have the following.
(1) Mand N in ModA are isomorphic if and only if S(M) and S(N) are
isomorphic in ModAs.
(2) M is indecomposable in ModA if and only if S(M) is indecomposable in
ModAs.
(3) M is projective in ModA if and only if S(M) is projective in ModAs.
Moreover, the functor S induces a stable equivalence,
S : ModA→ ModAs.
Let Q be any quiver, and V be a representation of Q, we define the radical RadV of
V to be the subrepresentation of V with (RadV )i =
∑
α:j→i ImVα, and Rad
n+1 =
Rad(Radn V ). From this definition, V/RadV is semisimple. The Jacobison radical
radV of V is the intersection of all maximal subrepresentations of X,and radn+1 =
rad(radn V ).
In general, radV is a subrepresentation of RadV , but if Radn(V ) = 0 for some
n ≥ 1, then radV = RadV . If a quiver with relations (Q, ρ) does not infinite length
path, then Radm V = 0 from some m ∈ N. The representation V is called radical
square zero if Rad2 V = 0. When we consider radical square zero representations of
a quiver Q, it is equivalent to consider the module category Mod kQ/R2Q, where RQ
is the ideal of kQ generated by all arrows.
There is another version for this correspondence via quiver representations [44].
There are two functors
T ′ : Rep(Q, k)→ Rep(Qs, k)
and
T : Rep(Qs, k)→ Rep(Q, k)
which are defined as follows: Given a representation X of Q, let (T ′X)i =
(X/RadX)i and (T
′X)i′ = (RadX/Rad
2X)i for each vertex i ∈ Q0. For each
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arrow a : i → j of Q, let (T ′X)α¯ : (T ′X)i → (T ′X)j′ be the map which is induced
by Xα. Given a representation Y of Q
s, let (TY )i = Yi ⊕ Yi′ for each vertex i ∈ Q0.
For each arrow α ∈ Q1, let (TY )α = ( 0 0Yα 0 ).
We call a representation X separated if (RadX)i = Xi for every sink i.
Proposition 3.1.2. [44, Proposition 11.2.2] The functors T ′ and T induce
mutually inverse bijections between the isomorphism classes of radical square zero
representations of Q and the isomorphism classes of separated representations of Qs.
















with relations In = α
2. Set An = kCn/In. The algebra of the form An is self-injective
and Rad2An = 0. There is a characterization of these algebras in [8, Chapter IV,
Proposition 2.16].
Lemma 3.1.3. Let A be a basic self-injective algebra which is not semisimple. Then
Rad2A = 0 if and only if A ∼= An for some n.
There is a quiver morphism pi : (Cn, In) → (C1, I1) by pi(i) = 1, i ∈ [1, n], and
pi(α) = α. The algebra An is the derived discrete algebra L(n, n, 0) which occurs in
Theorem 1.3.7.
Corollary 3.1.4. For every quiver Cn, In as above, the algebra An = kCn/In is
derived discrete algebra.
3.2 Indecomposable objects of K(Inj k[x]/(x2))
Given a finite dimensional k-algebra A, the trivial extension algebra of A is the
algebra T (A) = AnD(A) = {(a, ψ)|a ∈ A, φ ∈ D(A)}, where the multiplication is
given as following:
(a, f)(b, g) = (ab, fb+ ag).
T (A) is a Z-graded algebra, namely as vector space we have T (A) = (A, 0) ⊕
(0, D(A)), and the elements of A ⊕ 0 (resp.0 ⊕ DA) is of degree 0 (resp. degree
1).
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The trivial extension T (A) of a finite dimensional algebra A is a symmetric algebra.
Since there is a symmetric bilinear pairing
(−,−) : T (A)× T (A)→ T (A), ((a, f), (b, g)) 7→ f(b) + g(a)
satisfying associativity.
Remark 3.2.1. M is a Z-graded T(A)-module if and only if M ∼= ⊕i∈ZMi, satisfies
Mi ∈ ModA, and there exists a homomorphism fi : D(A) ⊗A Mi → Mi+1 for any
i ∈ Z. Denote ModZ T (A) the category of Z-graded T (A)-modules.
Given any M = ⊕iMi ∈ ModZ T (A), there is a module M = (Mi, fi) ∈ Mod Aˆ.
Given any M = (Mi, fi) ∈ Mod Aˆ, it corresponds to the module M = ⊕iMi ∈
ModZ T (A). This correspondence gives an equivalence of these two categories.
Proposition 3.2.2. Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra, them there is an
equivalence of categories Mod Aˆ ∼= ModZ T (A).
We already know the relations between Db(modA) and mod Aˆ, which extends the
embedding modA → mod Aˆ. Now if the algebra A is a symmetric algebra, then
we can build some special relations between the complex category of A-modules
C(ModA) and Mod Aˆ.
If A is a symmetric algebra, we have that D(A) ∼= A as A-A-bimodules. Given a
complex in ModA
. . . di−2 // X i−1
di−1 // X i
di // X i+1
di+1 // . . . ,
we can naturally view the complex as a Z-graded T (A)-module ⊕i∈ZXi with
the morphism di : A ⊗A Xi → Xi+1. Morphisms of complexes correspond to
homomorphisms of Z-graded T (A)-modules. Therefore, we have an embedding
functor S : C(ModA) → ModZ T (A), (X i, di) 7→ (X i, di)i and a forgetful functor
U : ModZ T (A) → C(ModA). In this case, the functors S and U are equivalences
between C(ModA) and ModZ T (A). By the equivalence Mod Aˆ ∼= ModZ T (A), we
transform the complexes in ModA to the Aˆ-modules.
Proposition 3.2.3. If A is a symmetric algebra, there is an equivalence of categories
C(ModA) ∼= Mod Aˆ.
The following well-known characterization is helpful for us to study the homotopy
category K(InjA).
Lemma 3.2.4. Let A be an additive category. Given complexes X, Y ∈ C(A) and
f : X → Y ∈ C(A), let Cf be the mapping cone of f . Then the following are
equivalence
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(1) The map f is null-homotopic.
(2) The canonical sequence
0 // Y // Cf // X[1] // 0
splits.
(3) The map f factors through CidZ for some complex Z.
Proof. 1⇒ 2, we need find out some morphism p : Cf → Y such that p(0, 1)t = idY .
Since f is null-homotopic, we have f = sdX+dY s, where s = (s
i) and si : X i → Y i−1.
Let p = (s, 1) : Cf → Y , this is a complexes morphism and (s, 1) ( 01 ) = 1Y .
2⇒ 3, Assume the short exact sequence
0 // Y // Cf // X[1] // 0
















We get f = (g · p) · iX .
3 ⇒ 1, Assume that f = gh, where h = ( h1h2 ) : X → CidZ and g = (g1, g2) :
CidZ → Y , then apply the commutativity of complexes maps to get the expression
of h1, g2. From the relation f = g1h1 + g2h2, we have the null-homotopic relation
f = sdX + dY s. 
For any algebra A, the category Mod Aˆ is a Frobenius category and the complex
category C(InjA) with the set of all degree-wise split exact sequences in C(InjA)
is also a Frobenius category. All indecomposable projective-injective objects in
C(InjA) are complexes of the form
0 // I
id // I // 0
where I is an indecomposable injective A-module. The associated stable categories
are Mod Aˆ and K(InjA) respectively, by Lemma 3.2.4. If A is a symmetric algebra,
then C(InjA) is a full exact subcategory of Mod Aˆ, i.e. C(InjA) is a full subcategory
of Mod Aˆ and closed under extensions.
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Lemma 3.2.5. Let A be a symmetric algebra, the equivalence C(ModA) →
αn−r+1 Mod Aˆ restrict to the embedding Ψ : C(InjA) → Mod Aˆ is an exact functor
between. Moreover, the embedding induces a bijection between the indecomposable
projective-injective objects in C(InjA) and Mod Aˆ.
Proof. To show the embedding is an exact functor, it suffices to show C(InjA) is a
full exact subcategory of Mod Aˆ. It is obvious that C(InjA) is closed under extension
and the conflations of Mod Aˆ with terms in C(InjA) split. Thus the embedding is
a fully faithful exact functor.
Now, we consider projective-injective modules in Mod Aˆ ∼= ModZ T (A). Let
e1, e2, . . . , en be the primitive idempotents of A, and 1 =
∑n
i=0 ei be the unit of
A. Let Ei(ej) be the ’matrix’ with (i, i) position is ej, and the other positions are 0.
Then {Ei(ej)}i∈Z,1≤j≤n are all primitive idempotents of Aˆ.
All indecomposable projective-injective Aˆ-modules are of form
Pˆi = AˆEi(ej) ∼= Aej ⊕D(A)ej
with f = id : D(A) ⊗ Aej → D(A)ej. Since A is a symmetric algebra, every
indecomposable projective-injective module in Mod Aˆ is of the form
· · · 0 ∼ Aej ∼1Aej Aej ∼ 0 · · · .
The indecomposable projective-injective (associated with the exact structure)
objects in C(InjA) are of form
0 // Aej
id // Aej // 0 ,
for some j. Thus there is a natural bijection induced by the embedding Ψ :
C(InjA) → Mod Aˆ between the indecomposable projective-injective modules in
Mod Aˆ and C(InjA). 
By the lemma, we have that the exact embedding functor Ψ : C(InjA) → Mod Aˆ
induces an additive functor Φ : K(InjA)→ Mod Aˆ, moreover, Φ is a triangle functor.
Proposition 3.2.6. If A is a symmetric algebra, then there is a fully faithful triangle
functor Φ : K(InjA) → Mod Aˆ induced by the exact embedding Ψ : C(InjA) →
Mod Aˆ.
To proof the proposition, we need the following lemma which guarantees an exact
functor between exact categories inducing a triangle functor between the associated
stable categories.
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Lemma 3.2.7. [38, Chapter 1,Lemma 2.8] Let F : B → A be an exact functor
between Frobenius categories B and A such that F transforms injective objects of B
to injectives of A. If there exists an invertible natural transformation α : FT → TF ,
then F is a triangle functor of triangulated categories B and A.
Proof of Proposition 3.2.6. Firstly, the embedding preserves injective objects by
Lemma 3.2.5. We only need to show that there exists an invertible natural
transformation α : ΨΣ → ΣΨ. For any object X ∈ C(InjA), there is a
exact sequence 0 → X → I(X) → ΣX → 0. By the fact Ψ(X) ∼= X and
Ψ(I(X)) ∼= I(Ψ(X)), it is natural that ΨΣX → ΣΨ(X). 
Remark 3.2.8. (1) For a symmetric algebra,the functor K(ModA) to Mod Aˆ
induced by the equivalence C(ModA) ∼= Mod Aˆ is not fully faithful, since for
any non-projective simple A-module S, the complex
0 // S
id // S // 0
in C(ModA) is null-homotopic, but not a projective-injective module in
Mod Aˆ.
(2) The functor Φ restricted to the full subcategory Kc(InjA) of compact objects
of K(InjA) is also a fully faithful triangle functor. But it is different from the
fully faithful functor Db(modA)→ mod Aˆ constructed by Happel [38].
Let Q be any quiver, and V be a representation of Q, we define the radical RadV of
V to be the subrepresentation of V with (RadV )i =
∑
α:j→i ImVα, and Rad
n+1 =
Rad(Radn V ). From this definition, V/RadV is semisimple. The Jacobison radical
radV of V is the intersection of all maximal subrepresentations of X,and radn+1 =
rad(radn V ).
In general, radV is a subrepresentation of RadV , but if Radn(V ) = 0 for some
n ≥ 1, then radV = RadV . If a bounded quiver (Q, I) does not infinite length
path, then Radm V = 0 from some m ∈ N. The representation V is called radical
square zero if Rad2 V = 0. When we consider radical square zero representations of
a quiver Q, it is equivalent to consider the module category Mod kQ/R2Q, where RQ
is the ideal generated by all arrows.
Since the algebra Λ = k[x]/(x2) is a symmetric algebra, the embedding Ψ :
C(Inj Λ) → Mod Λˆ induces fully faithful triangle functor Φ : K(Inj Λ) → Mod Λˆ.
We will show that the relation between indecomposable objects of K(Inj Λ) and
the radical square zero representations of quiver Qˆ of Λˆ, and determine all the
indecomposable objects in K(Inj Λ).
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The algebra Λ is the path algebra of the quiver Q = C1 with the relation α
2 = 0.
The quiver of the repetitive algebra Λˆ of Λ is Qˆ
. . . β // ◦
α
 β // ◦
α
 β // . . .
with relations α2 = 0 = β2, αβ = βα
Proposition 3.2.9. Let Λ = k[x]/(x2), as above, Qˆ be the quiver of the repetitive
algebra Λˆ. The image of indecomposable nonzero objects in K(Inj Λ) under Φ can
be expressed as radical square zero representations of Qˆ.
Proof. The objects X in K(Inj Λ) are of form,




d2 // . . .
where di ∈ HomΛ(Λmi ,Λmi+1) and satisfy di+1 · di = 0. The differential di can be
expressed as a mi+1 × mi matrix (dijk) with entries in HomΛ(Λ,Λ) if mi+1,mi are
both finite. We have that dimk HomΛ(Λ,Λ) = 2, so we can choose a basis {1, x} of
HomΛ(Λ,Λ).
In particular, if the complex X ∈ K(Inj Λ) is indecomposable, we can choose that
every entry dijk of the matrix (d
i
jk) associated to d
i is in Rad(Λ,Λ). Assume that
there is a component of morphism dijk : Λ → Λ with dijk /∈ Rad(Λ,Λ). Without
loss of generality, let d0jk = 1Λ. Consider the following morphisms of complexes in
K(InjA)














d2 // . . .

















d2 // . . .
,
where g0 is the k-th row of d
0, g1 is the canonical projection on the j-th component,
f0 is the embedding to the k-th component and f1 is the j-th column of d
0. We can
check that the morphism fg : X → X is idempotent, and gf = idY . Thus fg splits
in K(Inj Λ) since K(Inj Λ) is idempotent complete. That means the complex X has
a direct summand of form Y which is null-homotopic.
We know that Λ as a Λ-module corresponds the quiver representation k2 ( 0 10 0 )hh ,
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thus we assign the homomorphism x to the morphism of representations
( 0 10 0 ) : k2
( 0 10 0 )

→ k2
( 0 10 0 )

.
Under the embedding functor Φ : K(Inj Λ) → Mod Λˆ as in Proposition 3.2.6, the
complex 0 // Λ
1 // Λ // 0 corresponds to the following representation of Λˆ
k2
( 0 10 0 )

id // k2
( 0 10 0 )

;
which is a projective-injective Λˆ-module. Let
¯ˆ
Λ be the factor algebra of Λˆ modulo
its socle [65]. The algebra
¯ˆ
Λ has quiver Qˆ and with relations α2 = 0 = β2 and
αβ = 0 = βα. Every indecomposable Λˆ-module without projective summand could
be expressed as an indecomposable
¯ˆ
Λ-module. Thus for any indecomposable complex
X ′ : . . . // Λm0
d0 // Λm1
d1 // Λm2
d2 // . . .
Φ(X ′) ∈ Mod Λˆ could be expressed as an indecomposable ¯ˆΛ-module. It naturally
corresponds to a radical square zero representation of Qˆ. 
From the quiver Qˆ of Λˆ, we know that the separated quiver Qˆs is of type A∞∞ with
the following orientation
. . . // 1′ 1oo // 2′ 2oo // . . . .
We denote this quiver by A∞∞.
The representations of A∞∞ are known for experts. For the convenience of readers,
we summarize the result in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2.10. Any indecomposable representation of A∞∞ over an alge-
braically closed field k is thin. More precisely, all indecomposable representations
are of the form kab, a, b ∈ Z ∪ {+∞,−∞}, where
kab(i) =
k if a ≤ i ≤ b,0 otherwise.
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and
kab(α) =
idk if a ≤ s(α), t(α) ≤ b,0 otherwise.
Proof. First, we have that any kab is indecomposable. If a = b, obviously kaa is a
simple representation and indecomposable, denoted by ka.
If a 6= b, we assume that a < b. If kab = V ⊕ V ′, where V and V ′ are nonzero. Then
(suppV )0 ∩ (suppV ′)0 = ∅, where suppV is a full subquiver of Q with (suppV )0 =
{i ∈ Q0|Vi 6= 0} . There exists a vertex i ∈ (suppV )0, and i+1 or i−1 ∈ (suppV ′)0.
We have that Vi = k, Vi+1 = 0, V
′(i) = 0, V ′i+1 = k, and the map Vi⊕V ′i → Vi+1⊕V ′i+1
is zero. But the map Vi → Vi+1 is identity. It is a contradiction.
Second, we need to show any indecomposable representation is of form kab. Suppose
we have a indecomposable representation V = (Vi, fi) of A
∞
∞. If |(suppV )0| = 1,
then V is the direct sum of simple modules. Since V is indecomposable, we have
that V ∼= ka for some a ∈ Z.
If |(suppV )0| > 1, then suppV is connected. Suppose V has the following form
. . . // V−2 V−1
f−2oo f−1 // V0 V1
f0oo f1 // V2 V3
f2oo // . . .
Now if all non-zero fi are bijections, then V has the form kab for some a, b ∈ Z ∪
{+∞,−∞}. Since we have the following isomorphism of representations,

















f2oo // . . .
. . . // V0 V0
1oo 1 // V0 V0
1oo 1 // V0 V0
1oo // . . .
Thus the lower representation can be decomposed as copies of the corresponding
kab, and V must be isomorphic to kab.
Actually, all non-zero fi are bijection. If there exists some fi which is not an
isomorphism. Without loss generality, we assume that f0 is not injective. In this
case, V1 has a decomposition V1 = Im f0 ⊕ Ker f0 and Ker f0 6= 0. We can choose
a basis {ei}i∈I of Ker f0 and {e′j}j∈J of Im f0 such that {ei}i∈I
⋃{e′j}j∈J is a basis
of V1 and f1(Im f0)
⋂
f1(Ker f0) = 0 (f1 is not zero, otherwise there is a non-zero
direct summand Ker f0 of V ).
Consider the map f1 : Im f0⊕Ker f0 → V2. If Ker f1 6= 0, we get Ker f0
⋂
Ker f1 = 0,
otherwise the intersection will be a non-zero direct summand of V with support
containing only one vertex. We denote 〈f1(Ker f0)〉 = V ′2 , the subspace spanned by
the vectors in f1(Ker f0) and the complement of V
′
2 in V2 is V
′′
2 . The map f1 can be





: Ker f0 ⊕ Im f0 → V ′2 ⊕ V ′′2
. If f12 = 0, then we already have a decomposition. If f12 6= 0, then we can choose




i∈I′ f1(ei) ∈ V ′2 ,








i∈I′(ei)) = 0. Repeat this




: Ker f0 ⊕ Im f0 → V ′2 ⊕ V ′′2
We can choose the corresponding basis of V2 such that V2 ∼= V ′2⊕V ′′2 , and f1(Im f0) ∼=
V ′2 , f1(Ker f0) ∼= V ′′2 . Thus we have the following representation isomorphism
















f2oo // . . .










// V ′2 ⊕ V ′′2 V3
f2oo // . . .
.
Now we have a nonzero direct summand of V as follows,
. . . // 0 // Ker f0 // V
′′
2
// . . .
It is contradict with that V is indecomposable.
Use the same argument we can show that if f0 is not surjective, then there also is
an nonzero direct summand of V .
Given a representation of Q, we can decompose it as direct sum of indecomposable
representations by the procedure and each indecomposable representation has
endomorphism ring k. By Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem [1], this decomposition
is unique. 
Corollary 3.2.11. Let Λ = k[x]/(x2), and Q be the quiver of Λ, Qˆ be the quiver of
Λˆ. Then every indecomposable object in K(Inj Λ) corresponds to an indecomposable
representation of Qˆs.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2.9, the functor Φ sends every indecomposable object in
K(InjA) to a radical square zero representation of Qˆ. From Proposition 3.1.2, there
exists a bijection between radical square zero representations of Qˆ and separated
representations of Qˆs = A∞∞. 
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Let C• be a complex and n ∈ Z. We form a new complex
σ≤nC• · · · → Cn−1 → Cn → 0→ · · · .
The canonical inclusion σ≤nC• → C• induces an exact sequence
σ≤nC• → C• → C•/σ≤nC•.
We denote by σ≥n = C•/σ≤n−1C•. In convenient, σ≤+∞C• and σ≥−∞C• represent
that we do nothing truncations to the complex C•.
We denote by I•Λ the following acyclic object in K(Inj Λ)
· · · // Λ x // · · · x // Λ x // · · · x // Λ x // · · · .
For any two integers m,n ∈ Z, n ≥ m, we denote the truncation σ≤mσ≥lI•Λ by IΛm,n.
Now we give the main result in this part which describes the indecomposable objects
of K(InjA).
Proposition 3.2.12. Let Λ = k[x]/(x2), then every indecomposable object in
K(Inj Λ) is of the form IΛm,n.
Proof. For an indecomposable object X ∈ K(Inj Λ), we consider the embedding
functor Φ : K(Inj Λ) → Mod Λˆ as in Proposition 3.2.6. We have that Φ(X) is an
indecomposable radical square zero Aˆ-module by Proposition 3.2.9. By Corollary
3.2.11, every indecomposable object in K(Inj Λ) corresponds to an indecomposable
representation of Qˆs = A∞∞. From Proposition 3.1.2 and 3.2.10, the dimension of
HomΛˆ(Λˆe[i],Φ(X)) over k is at most 2 , where {e[i]}i∈Z are all primitive idempotents
of Λˆ. Thus we only have choices Λ and 0 for each X i. X is of the form IΛm,n, since
it is indecomposable. 
3.3 The category K(InjA) of a radical square zero
self-injective algebra A
Covering theory has many applications in representation theory of finite dimensional
k-algebras. Now, we use the covering technique to classify all indecomposable objects
of K(InjA) for radical square zero self-injective algebras A.
Let pi : (Q′, I ′)→ (Q, I) be the covering of bounded quiver (Q, I). pi can be extended
to a surjective homomorphism of algebra pi : kQ′/I ′ → kQ/I. We set that A′ =
kQ′/I ′ and A = kQ/I. This induces the push down functor Fλ : ModA′ → ModA
[30] .
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In general, let G be a group, and A = ⊕g∈GAg be a G-graded algebra. We define
the covering algebra A˜ associated to the G-grading as follows [23, 60, 36]: A˜ is the
G×G matrices (ag,h), where ag,h ∈ Agh−1 and all but a finite number of ag,h are 0.
Then A˜ is a ring via matrix multiplication and addition. Set E = {eg}g∈G, where eg
is the matrix with 1 in the (g, g)-entry and 0 in all other entries. For more details,
we refer to Appendix A.1.
Proposition 3.3.1. [23, 60] Let G be a group and A = ⊕g∈GAg is a G-graded
algebra. The covering algebra of A associated to the G-grading is A˜. Then A˜ is
a locally bounded k-algebra. Moreover, the category of finitely generated graded A-
modules modGA is equivalent to mod A˜.
The forgetful functor Fλ : modGA→ modA is the functor sending X to X, viewed
as an A-module. This functor is exactly the pushdown functor Fλ : mod A˜→ modA.
The functor Fλ is exact [35, Proposition 2.7] or Appendix A.2. By the exactness of
functor Fλ, we have the induced functor Fλ : D
b(mod A˜)→ Db(modA) between the
corresponding derived categories. Let G be a group and A˜ be the covering algebra
associated to a G-graded algebra A. Then the forgetful functor Fλ : mod A˜→ modA
induces a triangle functor Fλ : D












where the functor can : modA→ Db(modA) is the canonical embedding functor.
Now, assume that the group G is finite, A is a G-graded algebra and the induced
action of G on QA is free , B is the covering algebra associated to the group G. Then
the covering functor B → A induces a covering functor between the corresponding
repetitive algebras Bˆ → Aˆ. The forgetful functor Fλ : mod Bˆ → mod Aˆ induces a
functor Fλ : mod Bˆ → mod Aˆ. Consider the full embedding mod Λ → mod Λˆ for







modA // mod Aˆ
.
Given an algebra A, there is the Happel functor FA : Db(modA) → mod Aˆ
embedding the derived category to the stable module category of the repetitive
algebra.
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Lemma 3.3.2. For the covering of algebras B → A with group G, the functors
Fλ, F
A, FB as above, we have that
Fλ · FB ∼= FA · Fλ. (a)
Proof. For any moduleM ∈ modB, we have seen that Fλ·FB(M) ∼= FA·Fλ(M). For
a bounded complex X ∈ Db(modB), we denote l(X) = max{|p−q|, Xp 6= 0 6= Xq}.
and proceed by the induction on l(X) for every bounded complex X ∈ Db(modB).
For i > 1, we assume that for any X ∈ Db(modB) with l(X) ≤ i − 1, there is
Fλ · FB(X) ∼= FA · Fλ(X). Now we show that Fλ · FB(X) ∼= FA · Fλ(X) holds for
l(X) = i. There is a natural number n ∈ N such that Xn 6= 0 and Xm = 0 for
m > n. There is a distinguished triangle in Db(modB)
X ′ → Xn → X → ΣX ′,
with l(X ′) < i,Xn ∈ modB. By the assumption, (a) holds for all X ∈ Db(modB).

We summarize the above construction. For an algebra A, Let FA : K(InjA) ↪→
Mod Aˆ be the functor constructed in Proposition 1.5.5 and the functor extends the
Happel’s functor FA : Db(modA)→ mod Aˆ. If pi : B → A is the covering of algebra
with group G , then there is a covering functor Fλ : ModB → ModA. In this case,
the functor Fλ induces a functor K(ModB)→ K(ModA) which preserves injective
modules. Thus Fλ induces a functor denoted by Fλ : K(InjB)→ K(InjA).
Proposition 3.3.3. Let G be a finite group, A be a G-graded algebra and B be the
covering algebra of A associated to G. Let the functors FA, FB and Fλ be as above.












Proof. Let L1 = F
A · Fλ and L2 = Fλ · FB be two exact functors from K(InjB) to
Mod Aˆ.
The given diagram restricted to the subcategory of compact objects is commutative,
i.e L1(X) ∼= L2(X) for all compact object X ∈ Kc(InjB), by Lemma 3.3.2. We have
that
ImL2|Kc(InjB) ∼= ImL1|Kc(InjB) ⊂ Mod Aˆ.
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By Lemma 1.4.4, we only need to show L1 and L2 preserves coproducts. By the
properties of functors Fλ and F , we know that L1 and L2 preserves coproducts. 

































































































We label all the original arrows in quiver Cn as α and all connecting arrows (i.e dash
arrows) as β. The relation Iˆn is generated by all the possible α
2, β2 and αβ = βα.
The path algebra of quiver (Cˆn, Iˆn) is the repetitive algebra Aˆn of An.
Indecomposable objects in Mod Aˆn can be expressed as the indecomposable modules
of
¯ˆ
An, which is the factor algebra of Aˆn modulo its socle [65, 28]. More precisely, the
algebra
¯ˆ
An is given by the quiver Cˆn and relations α
2 = 0 = β2 and αβ = βα = 0,
which is radical square zero.
There is a quiver morphism pi : (Cn, In) → (C1, I1) by pi(i) = 0, i ∈ [1, n], and
pi(α) = α. In order to understand Aˆn-modules, we need to study the representations
of the quiver Cˆn.
Proposition 3.3.4. Consider the covering of bounded quivers pi : (Cn, In) →
(C1, I1), let (Cˆn, Iˆn) and (Cˆ1, Iˆ1) be the repetitive quivers of (Cn, In) and (C1, I1)
respectively. Then (Cˆn, Iˆn) → (Cˆ1, Iˆ1) is a covering of bounded quivers with group
G = Zn.
Remark 3.3.5. In general, if there is a covering of bounded quivers pi : (Q, ρ) →
(Q′, ρ′) with finite abelian group G, let (Qˆ, ρˆ) and (Qˆ′, ρˆ′) be the repetitive quivers.
Then pi induces a covering of bounded quivers (Qˆ, ρˆ)→ (Qˆ′, ρˆ′) with group G.
Proposition 3.3.6. Let An = kCn/In be the algebra as above. Every indecomposable
object in K(InjAn) corresponds to an indecomposable module of
¯ˆ
An.
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Proof. The fully faithful embedding F : K(InjAn) → Mod Aˆn identifies K(InjAn)
with a localizing subcategory of Mod Aˆn. Thus every indecomposable object can be
viewed as an indecomposable object in Mod Aˆn under the functor F . It is suffice
to consider the indecomposable objects in Mod Aˆ. We know that two Aˆn-modules
M,N , are isomorphic in Mod Aˆn if and only if there exist projective-injective Aˆn-
modules P,Q such that M ⊕ P ∼= N ⊕ Q. Furthermore, the indecomposable ¯ˆA-
modules are just the non- projective indecomposable Aˆ-modules. It follows that




Lemma 3.3.7. Let Fλ : Mod Aˆn → Mod Aˆ1 be the forgetful functor induced by the
covering of bounded quivers pi : (Cn, In) → (C1, I1). If X is an indecomposable
module in Mod
¯ˆ





An is a radical square zero algebra, therefore there is an bijection
between indecomposable modules in Mod
¯ˆ





Asn is the separated algebra of
¯ˆ
An by Proposition 3.1.1. The
separated quiver Cˆsn of (Cˆn,
¯ˆ
In) is just the union of n-copies of quiver A
∞
∞. Every
indecomposable representation of Cˆsn is an indecomposable representation of A
∞
∞,
which corresponds to an indecomposable module in Mod
¯ˆ
A1 by Corollary 3.2.11.

Proposition 3.3.8. The pushdown functor Fλ : K(InjAn) → K(InjA1) preserves
indecomposable objects.
Proof. By Proposition 3.3.3, we have FλF
An ∼= FA1Fλ : K(InjAn) → Mod Aˆ1.
Assume that X ∈ K(InjAn) is indecomposable and Y = Fλ(X) = Y1 ⊕ Y2 is a
decomposition of Y ∈ K(InjAn) with Yi 6= 0 for i = 1, 2. We have that FλFAn(X) ∈
Mod Aˆ1 is indecomposable by Proposition 3.3.6 and Lemma 3.3.7. On the other
hand, FλF
An(X) ∼= FA1Fλ(X) = FA1(Y1 ⊕ Y2) is decomposable in Mod Aˆ1. This is
a contradiction. 
Let Ik, k ∈ [1, n] be the indecomposable injective modules of An, and I• be the
periodic complex with the left I1 in the degree 0,
. . . // In // I1 // I2 // . . . // In // I1 // . . .
where the differentials are the canonical morphism between them.
Define a family of complexes Il,m = σ≤mσ≥lI•, where l ≤ m ∈ Z ∪ {±∞}, where σ
is the truncation functor.
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Theorem 3.3.9. The indecomposable objects in the homotopy category K(InjAn)
are of form Il,m[r] where r ∈ Z. Moreover, Il,m[r] = Il′,m′ [r′] if and only if l′ =
l + nk,m′ = m+ nk and r′ = r + nk where k ∈ Z.
Proof. If X ∈ K(InjAn) with X i = ⊕kIk for some i ∈ Z, then Fλ(X) ∈ K(InjA1)
with Fλ(X)
i being ⊕kA1. Therefore Fλ(X) is decomposable in K(InjA1) by
Proposition 3.2.12. From Proposition 3.3.8, this implies that X is decomposable
in K(InjAn) . Thus X ∈ K(InjAn) is indecomposable, we have that Fλ(X i) is
either A1 or 0 for any i ∈ Z. It follows that X i is either Ik or 0 for some ≤ k ≤ n
and any i ∈ Z.
Consider homomorphisms between indecomposable injective An-modules Ij for 1 ≤
j ≤ n, we have that
HomA1(Ij, Ik) =

(idIj) if j = k;
(dj) if j + 1 = k; or j = n, k = 1;
0 otherwise,
where dj : Ij → Ij−1 is the composition of Ij → Ij/ soc Ij ∼= rad Ij−1 ↪→ Ij−1. From
this, the periodic complex I• defined by the following with I1 in the degree 0,
. . . // In
dn // In−1
dn−1 // In−2
dn−2 // . . . // I1
d1 // In // . . .
and its shifts I•[r] for r ∈ Z are exactly the unbounded indecomposable complexes
in K(InjAn). Moreover, I
•[r] = I•[r + n] for r ∈ Z.
Assume that X ∈ K(InjA) is indecomposable and bounded below but not above,
i.e there exists l ∈ Z such that Xp 6= 0 for all p ≥ l and Xq = 0 for all q < l . With
out loss generality, let X l = I1, we have that X = σ≥lI•. In general, X is of the
form σ≥l(I•[r]), where 0 ≤ r ≤ n−1, denoted by Il′,+∞. Similarly, if X ∈ K(InjAn)
is indecomposable and bounded above but not below, then X = σ≤m(I•[r]) where
0 ≤ r ≤ n− 1,denoted by I−∞,m′ .
Assume that X ∈ K(InjAn) is indecomposable and bounded. It follows that X i 6=
0 if and only if l ≤ i ≤ m for some l,m ∈ Z. Without loss of generality,let
X l = I − 1, we have that X = σ≤mσ≥l(I•[−l]). In general, X is of the form
Il,m[r] = σ≤mσ≥l(I•[r]), where 0 ≤ r ≤ n− 1. 
3.4 The Ziegler spectrum of K(InjA)
Let T be a compactly generated triangulated category, for every coherent functor
C ∈ cohT , the subset O(C) = {M ∈ Zg T |C(M) 6= 0} with C ∈ cohT is open in
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Zg T . The corresponding closed subset is I(C) = {M ∈ Zg T |C(M) = 0}. By the
equivalence of (mod T c)op = cohT , the set
I(C) = {M ∈ Zg T |Hom(C,HM) = 0}, C ∈ mod T c
is also a closed set in Zg T . We apply this to compute the open subsets of some
Ziegler spectrum Zg T . The subsets O(C) with C ∈ cohT form a basis of open
subets of Zg T by Corollary 2.2.14.
Theorem 3.4.1. Keep the notions in section 3. Then every indecomposable object
Il,m[r]of K(InjAn) is an endofinite object.
Proof. Based on the calculation of Hom-space HomK(InjA)(C, Il,m[r]) for all C ∈
Kc(InjA). For indecomposable objects I, I ′ ∈ K(InjA), dimk HomK(InjA)(I ′, I) ≤ 1
and HomK(InjA)(I, I) ∼= k. By the fact that Kc(InjA) is Krull-Schmidt k-linear
triangulated category, we know that Hom-space HomK(InjA)(C, Il,m[r]) is finite k-
dimensional for all C ∈ Kc(InjA). 
Every endofinite object in K(InjA) is pure injective, thus the Ziegler spectrum of
K(InjA) is explicit.
Corollary 3.4.2. Let A = kCn/In for some n ∈ N∗. Then the Ziegler spectrum
Zg(K(InjA)) consists of the point [IAm,n[r]] for each indecomposable object I
A
m,n[r] ∈
K(InjA) up to isomorphism.
Example 6. If T = K(InjA), where A = k[x]/(x2). It is known that Kc(InjA) ∼=
Db(modA). Denote Am,n, A−∞,n, Am,+∞ be the complexes with A in degree m(resp.−
∞,m) to n(resp.n,+∞) and the differential is d : A → A, a 7→ xa. We know that
the non zero morphism between complexes in Kb(injA) is the linear combinations
of the forms:
(1)
0 // . . . // A












x // . . . x // A // 0
(2)








. . . x // A // 0
0 // A
x // . . . x // A // 0










0 // . . . // A
x // . . . x // A










0 // . . . // A
x // . . . x // A
x // . . . x // A
x // 0
By the description of morphisms, every map Am,n → A−∞,+∞ is 0 in T . Thus
A−∞,+∞ /∈ O(Am,n). The functor HAm,n = Hom(−, Am,n)|T c ∈ mod T c, the open
subset O(HAm,n) consists of the functors represented by complexes A0,m, A−n,0, A−∞,0
and A0,∞ where m,n ∈ N. The union of open subsets O = ∪X∈ind(Kb(injA))O(HX)
is open. We get that the complement of O has only one point A+∞,−∞. The
point A+∞,−∞ is not an isolated point in Zg(T ) [31, Proposition 4.5]. Thus it
is an accumulation point of the indecomposable objects in Kb(injA). It is also the
accumulation point of the set ∪i∈ZO(A[i]), thus is an accumulation point of set
{A[i] : i ∈ Z}.
Moreover, the Ziegler spectrum Zg T is not quasi-compact. Consider the object
HAn,+∞ ∈ mod T c, the open subset
O(HAn,+∞) = {Am,+∞, A−∞,m(m ≥ n), Am,r(m ≥ n or r ≥ n), A−∞,+∞}.
The open subsets {O(HAn,+∞)}n∈Z is an open covering of Zg T . But it has no finite
subcovering of Zg T .

Appendix A
Covering theory and group graded
algebras
A.1 Covering theory
The covering technique for finite dimensional algebras was introduced in [30, 18].
It provides an efficient way to describe indecomposable modules over a finite
dimensional algebra. It reduces the study of representation-finite algebras to
the study of representation-finite simply connected algebras [18], which are well-
understood. At the beginning, the covering technique mainly concerns the
representation finite algebra A and the covering of its Auslander-Reiten quiver ΓA.
In general, there are finitely many coverings of ΓA and each covering is also an
Auslander-Reiten quiver of some representation-finite algebra. A triangular algebra
is simply connected if and only if it admits no proper Galois coverings [54]. For
any representation finite algebra A, indecomposable A-modules can be lifted to
indecomposable modules over a simply connected algebra B contained in the Galois
covering of A, called the standard form of A [19]. Every finite dimensional algebra
has an universal covering [54]. The covering technique for algebras in some sense is
grading of algebra [35]. We will use argument in the context.
Definition A.1.1. A k-linear functor F : A → B between two k-categories A,B is
called a covering functor if the induced maps
⊕Fy=a HomA(x, y)→ HomB(Fx, a),⊕Fy=a HomA(y, x)→ HomB(a, Fx)
are bijection for all x ∈ A and a ∈ B.
Definition A.1.2. A bounded quiver morphism pi : (Q˜, I˜) → (Q, I) is called a
covering morphism if
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1. pi−1(x) 6= ∅,∀x ∈ Q0.
2. For every x ∈ Q0 and x′ ∈ pi−1(x), the map induces bijection x′+ → x+ and
x′− → x−.
3. For every x, y ∈ Q0, every relation ρ ∈ I(x, y) and every x′ ∈ pi−1(x), there
exists y′ ∈ pi−1(y) and ρ′ ∈ I˜(x′, y′) such that pi(ρ′) = ρ.
The covering morphism pi : (Q′, I ′)→ (Q, I)is called a universal cover of (Q, I) if for
any other cover pi′ : (Q¯, I¯)→ (Q, I), there exists a covering morphism η : (Q′, I ′)→
(Q¯, I¯) satisfying pi = pi′η.
The covering map pi : (Q′, I ′) → (Q, I) is called a Galois covering defined by the
action of a group G of automorphism of (Q′, I ′) if
1. pig = pi,∀g ∈ G.
2. pi−1(x) = Gpi−1(x) and pi−1(α) = Gpi−1(α) for x ∈ Q0, α ∈ Q1.
3. G acts freely on Q′, i.e gx 6= x if g 6= 1.
We denote Cov(Q, ρ) the category whose objects are pi : (Q′, ρ′)→ (Q, ρ) such that
pi is morphism of quiver with relations. The morphisms in Cov(Q, ρ) are morphisms
H : pi → pi′ where pi : (Q′, ρ′) → (Q, ρ) and pi′ : (Q′′, ρ′′) → (Q, ρ) satisfying that










For a locally finite quiver ( not necessary finite) (Q, ρ) with relations , there exists
an unique universal object in Cov(Q, ρ). We show the construction of this universal
object for some finite dimensional algebra A = kQ/I.
In [54],it was proved that every finite dimensional algebra A = kQ/I has a universal
cover, which is a Galois covering. The construction of the covering is given as
follows[54]: Let Q′ → Q be the universal cover of Q, constructed as in [18], {ρv} is a
set of zero relations in kQ which generates the ideal I. Lift this set to a set {ρ′v} of
zero relations of kQ′. Let I ′ be the ideal generated by ρ′v, then we have a covering
pi : (Q′, I ′)→ (Q, I) of bounded quivers. This is a Galois covering with fundamental
group Π1(Q, x0) for some fixed vertex x0.
If the ideal I is generated by relations containing the form ρ =
∑m
i=1 aiui with ai ∈ k
and u1, . . . um,m ≥ 2 are paths in Q with the same starting point and end point.
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The relation ρ =
∑
aiui is called minimal if m ≥ 2, and for any proper subset
J ⊂ 1, . . . ,m, ∑i∈J aiui /∈ I. Denote m(I) the set of minimal relations generating
the ideal I, and N(Q,m(I), x0) be the normal subgroup of Π1(Q, x0) generated by
the homotopy classes wuv−1w−1, where w is a path from x0 to s(u) = s(v) and
u, v ∈ {ui}1≤i≤m for a minimal relation ρ =
∑
aiui ∈ m(I). Then
Π1(Q, I) = Π1(Q, x0)/N(Q,m(I), x0)
The quiver Q′ is obtained as the orbit quiver Q¯/N(Q,m(I), x0) for universal quiver
Q¯. The fundamental group Π1(Q, I) acts on Q
′, and Q can be viewed as the orbit
quiver Q¯/Π1(Q, I). Lift the relations from m(I) of I to kQ
′, we get a Galois covering
pi : (Q′, I ′)→ (Q, I) of bounded quivers with Galois group Π1(Q, I).
Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra, there is a quiver QA associated to A, and
exists a surjective morphism of algebras ψ : kQA → A, with kernel Iψ = Kerψ. The
pair (QA, Iψ) is called a presentation of A. In general, the presentation of A is not
unique. Therefore, the fundamental group Π1(QA, Iψ) depends on the presentations
ψ.
Now, let pi : (Q′, I ′) → (Q, I) be the covering of bounded quiver (Q, I), pi can be
extended to a surjective algebra homomorphism pi : kQ′/I ′ → kQ/I. Consider pi as
a functor F : (Q′, I ′)→ (Q, I) between locally bounded categories . The functor F
induces a functor
Fλ : mod kQ
′/I ′ → mod kQ/I
by Fλ(M)a = ⊕pi(x)=aMx for M ∈ mod kQ′/I ′ and a ∈ Q0. The module structure is
given as follows: For an arrow α : a→ b ∈ Q0, for any x ∈ Q′0 with pi(x) = a there
is a unique arrow α′ of Q′ such that pi(α′) = α, then Fλ(M)α : Fλ(M)a → Fλ(M)b
given by (m) 7→ (Mα′(m)). It is called the push down functor.
If the covering pi is a Galois covering with group G which is torsion free,
Gabriel [30]proved that Fλ is exact, preserves indecomposables and Auslander-
Reiten sequence and induces a bijection between the G-orbits of isoclasses of
indecomposable kQ′/I ′-module and of indecomposable kQ/I-modules.
There is a right adjoint of Fλ, the pull-up functor F• : mod kQ/I → mod kQ′/I ′
defined by F•M(x) = M(Fx) for x either a vertex in Q0 or an arrow in Q1.
The translation of modules: Let M ∈ repk(Q′, I ′), the translation g.M is the
representation of (Q′, I ′) with (g.M)x = Mg−1x, (g.M)α = Mg−1α for x ∈ Q′0, α ∈ Q′1.
Lemma A.1.3. [30, Lemma 3.2,Lemma 3.5](1)For each M ∈ Mod kQ′ and each
g ∈ G, we have Fλ(Mg) ∼= FλM and
∐
h∈GMh ∼= F•FλM canonically.
(2)Let M ∈ Mod kQ′ be indecomposable finite dimensional and Mg 6= M if 1 6=
g ∈ G. Then FλM is indecomposable. Moreover, each L ∈ Mod kQ′ such that
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FλL ∼= FλM is isomorphic to some Mg, g ∈ G.
A.2 Group graded algebras
Let R be a commutative Artin ring and let I be an index set. For any i, j ∈ I,
we have that Ki is an Artin R-algebra and Mij is an Ki-Ki-bimodule, which is
finite length over R with Mii = Ki. For i, j, l ∈ I, there is a Ki-Kl-bimodule
homomorphism µijl : Mij ⊗Kj Mjl →Mil satisfies the associativity:
µijk ⊗ 1Mklµikl = (1Mij ⊗ µjkl)µijl for i, j, k, l ∈ I.
We suppose that for each i ∈ I, the bimodule Mij = 0 for all but finitely many j ∈ I
and for each j ∈ I, the bimodule Mij = 0 for all but finitely many i ∈ I. We can
view Γ be the set of all I × I matrices, (mij), such that mij ∈Mij for i, j ∈ I, and
all but a finite number of mij = 0. The matrix addition and multiplication defined
via µijk induce an R-algebra structure on Γ. For i ∈ I, let ei be in Γ having 1 ∈ Ki
in (i, i)-entry and 0 all other entries and denote E = {ei}i∈I . The elements in E
are all primary orthogonal idempotents in Γ. The algebra Γ has enough orthogonal
idempotents since Γ = ⊕i∈IΓei = ⊕i∈IeiΓ. The pair (Γ, E) is called a locally finite
R-algebra with respect to I. If I is a finite set, then Γ is an Artin R-algebra. Let
K =
∏
i∈I Ki and M =
∐
i,j∈IMij. We have that M is a R-bimodule. The tensor
algebra
TR(M) = R⊕M ⊕M ⊗RM ⊕M ⊗RM ⊗RM ⊕ . . .
is isomorphic to the algebra Γ.
A k-algebra A =
∐
g∈GAg is a G-grading algebra if for all g, h ∈ G, we have
AGAh ⊂ Agh. We denote ModGA ( modGA) the category of all ( finite dimensional)
G-graded modules. Now assume that A is a G-graded k-algebra. We construct a
covering algebra A′ associated to the G-grading. Let AG be the set of G×G-matrices
(xg,h)g,h∈G, with entries in A which satisfies the following conditions:
(C1) xg,h ∈ Agh−1 .
(C2) xg,h = 0 for all but a finite number of g, h ∈ G.
The set AG has a ring structure induced by the matrix addition and multiplication.
If G is a finite group, then AG has an identity element, the matrix (xg,h) where
xg,g = 1A and xg,h = 0 if g 6= h. The algebra AG is called a covering algebra
associated to the graded algebra A.
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Remark A.2.1. The covering algebra AG is just the smash product A]kG
∗ of the
algebras A and kG∗, where kG8 is the dual of the group algebra kG, [23]. Let
Mod(A]kG∗) be the category of all unital A]kG∗-modules and their homomorphisms.
By [23, Theorem 2.2], there is an equivalence of categories
Mod(A]kG∗)→ ModGA.
Therefore, we have the same equivalence relation between categories ModAG and
ModGA.
Let A = kQ/I be the path algebra of quiver Q modulo the ideal I. Let G be a
group and f : Q1 → G be a map of sets. The map f is called weight function. If p =
αn . . . α1 is a path inQ with αi ∈ Q1 then the weight of p is f(αn) . . . f(α2)f(α1) ∈ G.
We set the weight of a vertex to be 1G. If x =
∑n
i=1 cipi, with ci non-zero in k and
pi a path, then x is called weight homogenous if f(p1) = f(pi) for all i. The G-
grading on kQ induces a G-grading on A if and only if I can be generated by weight
homogenous elements.
Now suppose that the ideal I can be generated by weight homogenous elements. We
define a new quiver Qf by (Qf )0 = Q0 × G and (Qf )1 = Q1 × G. We denote the
vertices of Qf by vg if v ∈ Q0 and g ∈ G, and the arrow αg of Qf for α ∈ Q1 and
g ∈ G. The arrows in Qf are defined as follows: if α : v → w is an arrow in Q1 and
g ∈ G then αg : vg → wg. There exists an ideal If in kQf such that the algebra
AG = kQf/If is the covering algebra of A associated to the group G.
Now we recover the push down functor and pull up functor from the equivalence
ModGA
∼−→ ModAG. The push down functor Fλ is the composition of functors
ModAG
∼−→ ModGA F−→ ModA, where F is the forgetful functor. The pull up functor
F• : ModA → ModAG is just the composition of functors ModA Ψ−→ ModGA ∼−→
ModAG. The functor Ψ : ModA → ModGA is defined as follows. If M ∈ ModA
Then Ψ(M) = X = Xg, where for each g ∈ G, Xg = M ; If x = mg ∈ X and a ∈ Ah,
then r ·x = rmh−1g. Moreover, the functor Ψ is right adjoint functor of F . Applying
the equivalence ModGA
∼−→ ModAG. We have that the functor F• is right adjoint
of Fλ.
Proposition A.2.2. [35, Theorem 3.2] Let pi : (Q′, ρ′) → (Q, ρ) be an object in
Cov(Q, ρ). Let G be group associate this covering. Then there is a weight function
f : Q1 → G such that A = kQ/(ρ) can be given the G-grading induced by f .
Under this grading, there is a natural equivalence of categories between modGA and
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rep(Q′, ρ′) such that the following diagram commutes:










Let A be an additive category, a cochain complex X over A is a family (Xn, dnX) of
objects Xn ∈ A and morphisms dnX : Xn → Xn+1 such that dn+1 ◦ dn = 0, ∀n ∈ Z.
A morphism of cochain complexes f : X → Y is a family of morphisms (fn : Xn →
Y n)n satisfying d
n
Y ◦ fn = fn+1 ◦ dnX , i.e the following diagram commutes









// . . .
. . . // Y n−1
dn−1Y // Y n
dnY // Y n+1 // . . .
We denote C(A) the category of cochain complexes. If A is an additive (abelian)
category then C(A) is an additive (abelian) category.
Morphisms f, g : X → Y in the category C(A) are called homotopic if there exist
a family (sn)n∈Z of morphism sn : Xn → Y n−1 such that fn − gn = dn−1Y sn +
sn+1dnX for all n ∈ Z. If g = 0, we call f is null-homotopic. For each pair X, Y ∈
C(A), we denote Htp(X, Y ) a subset of HomC(A)(X, Y ) consisting of null-homotopic
morphisms. It is a additive subgroup of HomC(A)(X, Y ). we define the homotopy
category K(A) of A which has the same objects with the category C(A), for each
pair of objects X, Y ∈ K(A), the homomorphism
HomK(A)(X,Y ) := HomC(A)(X, Y )/Htp(X, Y ).
Definition B.1.1. Given an additive category T , together with an autofunctor Σ :
T → T , we define a sextuple (X, Y, Z, u, v, w) given by objects X, Y, Z ∈ T and
morphisms u, v, w between them ,i.e a sequence X
u−→ Y v−→ Z w−→ ΣX, a morphism
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u′ // Y ′
v′ // Z ′
w′ // ΣX ′
If the morphisms f, g, h are isomorphism in T , then the morphism is called
isomorphism.
Definition B.1.2. A triangulated category is an additive category T with
autofunctor as above, and a collection of sextuples which are called distinguished
triangles, satisfying axioms TR0-TR4,
TR0 Any sextuple isomorphic to a distinguished triangle is a distinguished triangle.
The sextuple (X,X, 0, 1X , 0, 0) is a distinguished triangle.
TR1 For any morphism f : X → Y in T , there exist a distinguished triangle
X
f−→ Y → Z → ΣX.
TR2 If (X, Y, Z, u, v, w) is a distinguished triangle, then (Y, Z,ΣX, v, w,−Σu) is a
distinguished triangle.












u′ // Y ′
v′ // Z ′
w′ // ΣX ′
where the rows are distinguished triangles, there is a morphism h : Z → Z ′

















u′ // Y ′
v′ // Z ′
w′ // ΣX ′
commutative.
TR4 For any two morphisms u : X → Y, v : Y → Z, We embed the morphism u, v
and vu to the distinguished triangles (X, Y, Z ′, u, i, i′), (Y, Z,X ′, v, j, j′) and
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Σi // ΣZ ′
where rows and columns are distinguished triangles.
In the category of complexes C(A), a complex X is called bounded below if
Xn = 0 for n  0, bounced above of Xn = 0 for n  0, and bounded if
X=0 for n  0 and n  0. We denote C−(A), C+(A) and Cb(A) by the full
subcategory of C(A) consisting of bounded below, bounded above and bounded
complexes respectively. Similar, we can define corresponding homotopy categories
K−(A), K+(A) and Kb(A).
Let X ∈ C(A) be a complex, the n-th cohomology of X is defined by Hn(X) :=
Ker dnX/ Im d
n−1
X . The complex X is called acyclic if H
n(X) = 0 for all n ∈ Z.
A morphism of complexes f : X → Y is called quasi-isomorphism if it induces
isomorphisms in cohomology i.e Hn(f) : Hn(X) → Hn(Y ) are isomorphism for all
n ∈ Z.
Let Kac(A) be the full subcategory of K(A) consisting of acyclic complexes.
Definition B.1.3. Let A be an abelian categories, for ∗ = −,+, b or nothing, we
define the corresponding derived category of A is the Verdier quotient
D∗(A) = K∗(A)/(Kac(A) ∩K∗(A)).
Theorem B.1.4. Let A be an additive categories, for ∗ = −,+, b or nothing, then
K∗(A) are triangulated categories. Moreover, if A is an abelian category, then
D∗(A) are triangulated categories.
Proof. See [69, Theorem 1.2.3] 
Example 7. If A is a finite dimensional algebra, the derived category Db(modA)
of finite dimensional modules over A is triangulated category. The unbounded
derived category D(ModA) of all A-modules is triangulated category. Let InjA
be the full subcategory of ModA consisting of all injective modules, The homotopy
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category K(InjA) is a triangulated category. We are interested in these triangulated
categories for any finite dimensional algebra.
B.2 Stable categories of Frobenius categories
In order to construct a triangulated structure over the module categories of self
injective algebras, we consider the exact category.
A pair morphism X
α−→ Y β−→ Z in an additive category A is called exact if α is a
kernel of β and β is a cokernel of α. An exact category is an additive category A
endowed with a class E of exact pair (α, β) closed under extension and satisfying
some axioms, see [63] or [42]. We can view the exact category A as an extension
closed full additive category of an abelian category C. The class E is just the class
of triples in A that are exact in C. A morphism α : X → Y in A is called admissible
monomorphism if there exists an exact sequence 0 → X α−→ Y β−→ Z → 0 in E . A
morphism β : Y → Z in A is called admissible epimorphism if there exists an exact
sequence 0→ X α−→ Y β−→ Z → 0 in E . A full subcategory B of A is extension-closed
if the midterm of each exact sequence of A with end terms in B belongs to B.
A full exact subcategory of an exact category A is a full additive subcategory B ⊂ A
which is extension-closed. If A and B are exact categories, an additive functor
F : A → B is called exact functor if F preserves exact sequences.
An object I in A is E-injective (resp. E-projective) if the induced sequence
HomA(Y, I)→ HomA(X, I) (resp. HomA(I, Y )→ HomA(I, Z))
is injective (resp. surjective) for every exact sequence in E . The category A has
enough injective if every object X admits an admissible monomorphism X → I
with I E-injective. The category A has enough projective if every object Z admits
an admissible monomorphism Y → Z with Y E-projective. If an exact category A
has enough projectives and injectives and the classes of projectives and injectives
coincide, then A is called a Frobenius category.
Let A be a Frobenius category. For objects X, Y ∈ A, denote by I(X, Y ) the set of
all morphisms f : X → Y in B that can be factored through a E-injective object.
Define the corresponding stable category A by setting ObA = ObA,HomA(X, Y ) =
HomA(X, Y )/I(X, Y ). The category A is an additive category.
Now we define the translation functor Σ : A → A which is an automorphism of A.
The category A with the functor Σ is a triangulated category. Let
0 // X // I ′ // X ′ // 0 (∗)
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and
0 // X // I ′′ // X ′′ // 0
be in E such that I ′, I ′′ are E-injective. We have that X ′ and X ′′ are isomorphic in
A. Given any object X ∈ A, [X] denotes the isomorphism class of X in A. For a
sequence (∗) with I E-injective, there is a bijection γX : [X]→ [X ′] for any X ∈ A.
We note that this bijection does not depend on the choice of the sequence (∗). For
all X ∈ A, we choose elements
0 // X
iX // IX
piX // ΣX // 0
in E , where IX is an injective object. For any morphism f : X → Y in A, there
is a induced morphism Σ(f) : ΣX → ΣY . We can check that Σ is a functor from





















h // ΣX // 0
.
Any triangle isomorphic to a standard one is called a distinguished triangle. Given
a short exact sequence 0 // X
f // Y






h // ΣX is a distinguished triangle in A and every distinguished
triangle in A is obtained in this way.
Theorem B.2.1. The category A with Σ as translation functor and distinguished
triangles defined as above is triangulated category.
Proof. See [38, Theorem I.2.6] 
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